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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY 
If, as I believe, each aan and wo•an is born a creative 
problea solver, such potential deaands expression and 
exercise .•. Tbe evidence that the aass of •en lead 
lives of quiet desperation begs us to use aore of our 
creative potential in attacking probleas of work 
dissatisfaction and preJudice and even applying new 
solutions to underdeveloped countries and foreign 
relations (Prince, 1910, p.4). 
Bitt (1975) used the above quote to express his belief 
that society, naaely Aaerican society, needs to aake better 
use of available creative talent. Discussing the views of 
Toynbee (1984), he described the need for society to utilize 
its potential creativity. Toynbee saw the utilization of 
creativity as a aatter of survival for any society. He 
stated that Aaerlca's destiny was to help the •aJorlty of 
aankind to aove toward a better lite. If society is to 
co•plete this •isslon successfully, then lt aust foster and 
utilize all of the creative ability it bas. "Society's 
slogan aust not be, I caae, I saw, I concurred" (Hltt, 1975, 
p. 9). 
1 
"We need a different kind of huaan being to be able to 
live in a world which changes perpetually, which doesn't 
stand still" (Maslow, 1963, p. 4). Maslow went on to 
express a need for each of us to quit trying to aake 
everything stay the saae. He felt we should not have to do 
what our fathers did for a living. He felt we aust be 
confident and be able to iaprovise in situations which have 
never existed before. Only the society which can produce 




"Creativity" becaae the educational "buzz" word in the 
era of the Sputnik. Guilford's presidential address of 1950 
(Guilford, 1950) to the Aaerican Psychological Association 
bad already created interest in work on creativity. Studies 
began to be done. Creativity eaerged as "the" field of 
study for the era (Getzels & Csikszentaibalyi, 1975). Many 
educators said creativity needed to be encouraged. Those 
saae educators, however, did not want the creative child in 
their classrooa (Taylor and Ellison, 1975). We, as Aaerican 
educators, gave lip service to the need for creative 
individuals in our ever changing society. Education began, 
it seeaed, to put an emphasis on identifying and nurturing 
creative potential, at least for a tiae. Educational 
leaders, however, were pressed to coaplete a required a•ount 
of material so their students would obtain higher scores on 
3 
standardized achieve•ent tests. Thus teachers felt they 
would get no reward or backing whatsoever for cultivating 
creativity (Taylor and Ellison, 1976). The backing of a 
teacher who allowed and rewarded creativity was rare since 
creative potential was characterized by traits which society 
condones only if a product which is useful is the outco•e of 
this creativity or perhaps only recognizes the product's 
worth when the producer is no longer living. Maddi (1975) 
stated that those interested in the creative individual 
should not be fooled into believing that society values 
creativity. Our social structure, warns Maddi, is not 
prepared to accept change or disruptions. Things which 
leads to change are regarded by society as dangerous. 
Creativity and Environment 
It is a common belief among some psychologists, 
although aaJor disagreements occur in the field, that all 
humans posses some creative potential at least as children 
(Getzels & Jackson, 1962; Torrance, 1962). Few adults, 
however, retain it (Renzulli, 1973). This potential, for 
full develop•ent, •ust have conditions at home and at school 
that per•it its develop•ent at all levels of the educational 
process (Soriano, 1985). Does our society tolerate a 
deviation from the traditional, the way we have always done 
it, or does it require conformity in the school, the hoae, 
and the com•unity? Do we allow and reward the individual to 
seek new experiences on his/her own, or do we (parents and 
4 
teachers) spoon-feed our children so that they can only find 
ready-aade solutions? According to Stein (1967), a culture 
fosters creativity to the extent that it provides an 
individual with the opportunity to experience it. 
Many educators and parents profess a belief in 
creativity as a trait to be nurtured (Taylor and Ellison, 
1975); but in what do these educators and parents really 
believe? A group of Brazilian teachers were asked to list 
the kinds of persons they would like to see their pupils 
becoae and to double check the five characteristics which 
they considered aost i•portant. They were also asked to 
stress the characteristics which they considered undesirable 
and which should be discouraged and punished. The teachers 
listed the following as desirable characteristics: 
obedience, sincerity, consideration for others, popularity, 
industry, and a capacity for self-starting. These are not 
necessarily traits that are thought of when speaking of 
creativity. They listed the following as undesirable 
characteristics: A tendency toward disturbing class 
organization and process, nonconformity, and a tendency to 
find fault in others. These characteristics are frequently 
aentioned as being associated with creativity. Other 
characteristics related to creativity, such as independence 
in thinking and Judgaent, curiosity, willingness to take 
risks, were not encouraged aaong this sa•ple of teachers who 
preferred an obedient and industrious student who is 
considerate of others and is well liked by his/her peers 
(Soriano, 1985). Would not a majority of parents and 
educators in America feel the same as the Brazilian 
teachers? Bachtold (1974), found American teachers found 
the same characteristics desirable in their students. Is 
there anything, with the exception of some type of maJor 
world crisis, that could make society more accepting and 
tolerant of the creative individual? 
Odyssey of the Mind 
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Problem solving models exist to train young students to 
maxiaize their creative potential. Do these prograas 
improve societal views of creativity as far as parent, 
teachers, and school systems are concerned? Odyssey of the 
Mind, formerly Olympics of the Mind, is a creative problem 
solving competition which began in New Jersey in 1977-78. 
Its creators were Theodore Gourley and C. Samuel Micklos 
(Micklus, 1981). Dr. Micklos is now the director of the 
Odyssey of the Mind program at the national level. The 
purpose of the program is to provide creatively gifted 
students with an opportunity to develop and display their 
talents. The teaa meabers are children grades K-College. 
The coaches are interested parents, teachers, or community 
leaders. It began with twenty-five schools in New Jersey 
(Gourley and Micklus, 1981) and now includes forty-five 
states and several foreign countries. Could this type of 
activity improve views of both children and adults of our 
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society about the acceptability and desirability of creative 
individuals? 
Purpose of the Study 
The aaln thrust of this study was to deteralne lf 
participation in Odyssey of the Kind had any effect on 
society's perception of the acceptability and/or 
desirability of the personality traits associated with 
creativity. Society, tor the purpose of this study, was 
defined as parents and teachers of children of the Middle 
School Age (grades 6-8) in Oklahoma. The study looked at 
the responses of parents and teachers of those teams who had 
won a state competition, those who had not won a state 
competition, and those who had never participated in OM. 
The study also looked at the parents and teachers knowledge 
of OM, no knowledge of OM, educational levels, age, and 
other demographic elements such as the size of the community 
in which the parents and teachers reside. 
Need tor Research on the Acceptability 
and Desirability of Creativity 
and The Effect That Creative 
Problem Solving Plays 
There have been numerous articles written and many 
studies done that show that creativity is not generally 
accepted or seen as a desirable characteristic (Balsamo, 
1988; Bull, 1978; Cobb, 1967; MacKinnon, 1970; Torrance, 
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1962 and 1979b). Two ERIC searches were conducted in 
the fall of 1989 and the spring of 1990, and no research was 
located that related to society's perception of creativity 
and/or aethods of changing those perceptions. The review of 
the literature found no eapirical evidence, except authors' 
own views, that cited any relationship between a specific 
creativity training and societal views of creativity. 
In the 1960's the United States seeaed to be on the 
forefront of leadership in creativity. ~e had aaJor 
scientific breakthroughs, we landed on the aoon, creativity 
research was being done. Now these trends are being 
reversed (Torrance, 1979b). Research needs to be done to 
see if any model, program, seminar, or creativity training 
can iaprove societal views of creativity so our nation aight 
again flourish. 
Definition of Teras 
Creatiyitx 
Creativity has been variously defined over the years. 
In the OK-OM coach's training aanual, Bull and Fishkin 
(1984) coapiled a variety of definitions. Two that seea 
appropriate for this study follow: 
Shaw (1964) said it was "a special class of problem 
solving activity characterized by novelty." 
Froaa (1959) defined it as "The ability to see (or be 
aware of) and to respond." 
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Davis and Ri•• (1985) gave exa•ples of •any varied 
definitions or ethical responses to the question, "What is 
creativity?" The •ost co••on definition, according to 
Davis, focuses upon the product and the process. So•e view 
creativity as originality plus value--It •ust be useful and 
have social acceptance as well! Another view is that 
creativity is a •ysterious •ental happening or that 
creativity coaes fro• the unconscious. For the purpose of 
this research and because it aost nearly fits the type of 
creativity involved in creative ~roblem solving, creativity 
will be defined as a new combination of previously unrelated 
ideas. 
Creative Proble• Solvinc 
A creative process that includes: 
Problem Finding-Recognizing that a problem exists. 
Problem awareness-Brainstorming of all possible related 
problems. 




Testing of Solutions or experimentation to 
develop a product 
Elaboration, redefinition 
Acceptance of the final solution (Bull, 1984). 
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For•erly Oly•pics 21 ~ ~' now Qdyssey ~ ~ lind 
is a teaa creative problea solving coapetition prograa, 
(Gourley, 1978). Tea• aeabers develop a workable solution 
to one of five long-tera probleas. These probleas are 
aabiguous in nature and open-ended. The teaa also develops 
style (anything added that is not required to solve the long 
tera problem) and spontaneous problea solving (Fishkin, 
1988). There are 500 aeabers (schools or non-profit 
organizations supporting a tea•) in New York alone. In 
1987, half a million children were involved totally, and 50 
states plus foreign countries involved in the 1987-88 year 
(Balsamo, 1988). 
Statement of the Problea 
Perceptions of creativity deal with social desirability 
and acceptability as well as personal recognition of 
creativity as a desirable and educationally supportable 
classroom activity. Teachers and parents fro• schools 
involved in OM should be aore sensitized to the personality 
traits generally associated with creativity and thus aay, 
possibly, find creative behavior aore socially and 
educationally desirable/acceptable than those who have not 
been exposed to an organized, school sponsored, creativity 
program. There aay also be differences, particularly among 
parents, in their perceptions based on age, level of 
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education, and size of town lived in. This research 
endeavored to establish those relationships. There also •ay 
be differences in perceptions of parents and teachers of 
children who have never participated in OM. 
Research Hypothesis 
1. There are no differences in perceptions of social 
desirability/acceptability of creativity or 
personality traits associated with creativity 
among parents and teach~rs who are exposed to OM 
and those who are not exposed to OM. 
2. There are no differences in perceptions of personal 
desirability/acceptability of creativity or personality 
traits associated with creativity in schools among 
parents and teachers who are exposed to OM. 
3. There are no differences among parents for any of 
the following factors: Knowledge of OM, Age of parent, 
Level of Education of the parent, and Town Size. 
4. There are no differences between teachers for any of the 
following factors: Knowledge of OM, Age of teacher, 
Level of Education of the teacher, and Town Size. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
Society and Creativity 
Big business has realized the need tor creativity. The 
Center for Creative Leadership in Greensboro, North Carolina 
ls one of at least six schools in this country that teach 
business people how to be creative--that is how to generate 
new ideas or novel ideas and how to do soaething with the 
ideas when they are generated. Gilbert (1988) said that to 
be creative a person aust be willing to take risks, to 
prefer working alone, to want to be distinctive, and to not 
run with the pack. One of the proJects doing ongoing 
research in creativity is Harvard's ProJect Zero. 
ProJect Zero offers classes to big business. These 
schools and workshops don't co•e cheap. Big Business such 
as IBM, Mead and Kodak pay froa $250 a head for a day long 
workshop to aore than $1,000 for a week long session. They 
think the price is small when they are plunging aore than 
$45 billion a year into research and developaent. Anything 
that teaches aethods for generating high-quality ideas 
should eventually pay for itself with new and of course 
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profitable products (Gilbert, 1986). This view bas not, it 
seeas, carried over to the general public. However, a 
growing nuaber of corporations, school systeas and 
governaent agencies have beco•e believers. 
Many coapanies want aore innovations and are frustrated 
by the lack of innovative ideas in their Organizations. 
International Business Machines, now the corporate sponsor 
for the national organization of Odyssey of the Mind, has 
sent its eaployees off to Synectics to be trained in the art 
of problem solving. The prices for this training range fro• 
a few thousand dollars to as •ucb as $500,000. New product 
develop•ent sessions typically range from $40,00 to $70,000 
(Mohl,1986). 
Synectics leaders have discovered soaething that 
creative people have realized for a long time. They 
discovered that aost aeetings are hostile environaents. As 
aucb as people aay say they are open to new ideas, their 
supposedly helpful criticism signals an opposition to new 
ideas and the people that propose them. The highly creative 
students aay do one of two things: rebel and cause trouble 
or start biding their creative abilities (Tardif & 
Sternberg (1988). At aost •eetings, the focus is on why 
ideas will not work. Everyone is on the defensive and, as a 
result, few, if any, innovative ideas e•erge. New ideas die 
or are stifled. Synectic leaders went on to say that the 
sa•e things occur on an individual level (Mohl, 1986). They 
feel that individuals have vast amounts of aaterial from 
which to draw when attacking a problea; but because of 
self-censorship, the creative process is blocked. 
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Highly creative students are highly critical ot 
theaselves and their work and aany tlaes prefer to not 
present their idea because it is not good enough (Barron, 
1952; Cattell and Drevdahl, 1955). Synectics had the Job 
of teaching the participants use a variety of techniques to 
unlock the creative aind. Richard Harriaan, president of 
Synectics was interviewed by Kohl (1986) and stated that he 
felt corporations were pursuing creativity now because they 
realized their organizational structure tended to stifle it. 
Balsamo (1988), in an interview with Dr. Saa Micklus 
quoted Dr. Micklus as saying, "Creative people have always 
bad an upward battle." (p. 4) Many of our greatest creative 
ainds, in teras of contributions to society--Da Vinci, 
Michelangelo, Beethoven, Mozart-- have been in fields that 
we call frivolous. When asked if he had found opposition 
to the program, aoney or the aembership fee was the 
opposition he had found. 
In talking with parents, teachers, and OM coaches, this 
author found opposition in the fora of lt can not be 
educationally sound if it is that auch fun (K. Rexroad, 
personal coaaunication, Septeaber 27, 1989). Many felt the 
educational benefits did not aeasure up to the tiae and 
effort expended by the students. The biggest 
disappointaent, according to Micklus, is that schools did 
not give students the opportunity to try the OM program 
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because they are already involved in an acadeaic prograa 
such as a G/T prograa or the Future Problea Solving Bowl. 
Micklus said he was a great believer in creativity, but that 
our educational systea does not seea to be (Balsaao, 1988). 
In 1989 learning packets (Micklus, 1989) were developed to 
go along with language arts, aath, social studies and 
science for each of the probleas. This approach, which 
seeas aore acade•ic in nature, •ay encourage the schools 
that are reluctant to participate in OK at the present tiae 
to feel a little better about the progra• or at least be 
willing to give the prograa soae consideration as a 
Justifiable for• of education for the creative student. 
Lillian Saith (1949) in her book, Killer ol the Drea• 
on the unfavorable national cliaate associated with 
creativity stated we value beautiful things, but i•port the• 
from Asia and Europe thus belittling our own A•erican 
products as less beautiful. We are afraid of those who 
create, but honor those who destroy. In the South, 
according to S•ith, it was a sin to do anything creative. 
The South went through a period where learning science was 
considered sinful. Curiosity was sinful. Dancing was 
sinful. Most things were sinful. 
Torrance (1984) felt this was not li•lted to the South 
or to a tiae prior to 1957. He stated that even now, in our 
ti•es of econo•ic crisis, our inventors and researchers are 
treated rather shabbily. We purchase high technology from 
Japan or Ger•any rather than perait our inventors and 
researchers to develop their own. Torrance beca•e 
interested in creativity when be began teaching. He 
wondered why be bad so •ucb trouble with a few creatively 
gifted students. He bad little proble• identifying the•. 
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He felt and saw their creativity in the nu•erous strategies 
they thought up to defeat hi•. He bad to interrupt his 
teaching assign•ent in 1945 to because of his involve•ent in 
World War II. After the war, his Job was counseling 
disabled veterans. Again be saw •en who were in trouble 
because of their creativity. It also beca•e clear, when be 
began intensive personality studies, that a distinguishing 
characteristic of the ace pilots during the war was their 
creativity. 
Cobb (1967) stated be felt that bu•ans did not like new 
ways, different paths, or things they did not know about. 
He felt most of us fear the unknown and would prefer to use 
the •ost traveled road because it see•s safe. If all 
individuals took this •ost traveled road, we as a nation 
would beco•e static. The creative genius prefers the 
unknown and will go where no one else bas ever gone. Our 
children need to see these creative personalities as 
desirable or they •ay never have a •odel, a guide down that 
untraveled road. They •ight follow the safest path. 
Creativity •ight be wasted by never being used. 
Toynbee (1964) warned that society •ust give a fair 
chance to creativity. He felt creativity was a •atter of 
life and death for society. This •ay sound a bit too 
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draaatic unless you think of the saall child, who because of 
being punished, seeks at all costs the conforaity that 
society seeas to reward (Torrance, 1979). 
Is our nation at risk? It needs the creativity that is 
being wasted if it is to aeet the challenges and deaands of 
the future. Our nation needs to find and develop the talent 
that soae think is available In every individual--
creativity. 
Educators have been aware tor a long ttae that the 
outstanding breakthroughs in science, art, social 
iaproveaent, and industrialization have been aade by 
creative individuals. We are now living in an age where the 
old tested aethods of solving probleas are no longer 
adequate. We need the use of creative proble• solving and 
the wise use of the special abilities of creative children 
and adults fro• all cultures (Bell, 1972). 
Since creativeness is of such value to the race, it 
should be encouraged and developed. Why is it not 
encouraged and developed? Many qualities which characterize 
creativeness are not encouraged. In schools, teachers do 
not try to aaxl•ize creative potential because the creative 
child is harder to deal with. They ask questions, say what 
they think, and even disagree with teachers (Bull, 1978). 
Sensitivity, iaagination, and intuitive perceptions are 
usually not acceptable in our society. Sensitivity is 
acceptable if it is slight sensitivity. Imagination is 
discounted in favor of the real world. Intuition is often 
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•et by disbelief or "prove lt" . What are the 
characteristics of creativity and what kind of hoae, school, 
and activity encourages it? 
The Creative Personality 
One of the •ain ingredients for creativity is beco•lng 
aware that so•ething is wrong, or lacking, or •ysterious. A 
creative person sees proble•s that others do not see. This 
often •akes hi•/her unpopular because the creative person 
insists on pointing out these proble•s to others who wish to 
deny there is a proble•. This questioning attitude is not 
easy for a parent or teacher to live with (MacKinnon, 
1970). The creative child is not the child who accepts 
so•ething as fact Just because it is in a book. This child 
•lght question authority, point out •!stakes to adults, not 
settle down to do his/her work easily, and beco•e bored with 
presented ideas. Most teachers are not prepared to work 
with this type of child. Many children are labeled 
behavioral probleas until they finally confor•. A few 
gifted children have been found because they did not fit 
anywhere else. They •ust be gifted. They soaeti•es are 
creatively gifted. 
Creative persons are, in general, intelligent. A 
certain level of intelligence is necessary to be creative 
but being intelligent does not guarantee creativity. There 
is no correlation between IQ and creativity beyond 120 IQ. 
Creative persons do not always demonstrate achieve•ent by 
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good grades or high test scores. Another creative 
characteristic aay coae into play here. Creative persons 
are independent in thought and action. It is this 
independence that causes thea to aake high grades ln courses 
they like and that challenge thea; and causes thea to aake 
low grades in those that do not. Creative people aay be 
strongly aotivated to achieve in situations in which 
independence of thought and action are called for rather 
than those that deaand conforaity. 
Creative people are curious. They are capable of 
refusing to leave a subJect or proJect until their curiosity 
has been satisfied. They are also capable of dropping a 
subJect in an instant tor one that is aore intriguing. 
Schools do not approve of this behavior. Everyone aust be 
on the saae page doing the saae thing (MacKinnon, 1970). 
Creative students are aore likely to ask questions, 
disagree with their teachers and peers, and voice their own 
opinions. They are often seen as uncooperative, deaanding, 
and egocentric. These behaviors are not readily accepted by 
a traditional classrooa teacher (Bull, 1978). Other 
behaviors that are not readily excepted are: 
Low sociability; feainine interests; doaination 
and self-assertion; introversion; boldness; silly 
ideas; playfulness; ego-centeredness; lack of 
cooperation; radical outlooks; less interest in saall 
details; nonconforaity ; lack of courtesy or adherence 
to conventions; eaottonalisa; self-satisfaction; 
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excessive questioning; stubbornness; caprice; 
ti•idity; withdrawnness; and resistance to teacher 
do•lnatlon (S•ith, 1966 p. 16). 
Roe (1975) concluded, after investigating e•inent 
people, especially highly creative painters and scientists, 
that curiosity, persistence, a high energy level, and a need 
for independence along with a strong •otivation to succeed 
were co••on characteristics a•ong those she researched. 
MacKinnon (1975) found that highly creative persons tend 
to be self-confident, to be flexible, to be self-accepting, 
to have little concern with social restraints, to pay little 
attention to other people's opinions, and to have a greater 
awareness of both the "outer and inner" world. 
Barron (1975) found that creative people prefer the 
aodern, experiential, priaitive, and sensual. They 
disliked, he felt, the aristocratic, traditional, and things 
that are e•otlonally controlled. He found the creatives to 
prefer complex rather than si•ple tasks. He found they are 
i•pulsive, sensual, original, and tended to be less aware of 
teainine/•asculine roles assu•ed by the aass population. 
Creativity is •any ti•es only accepted by society it the 
creative person achieves e•inence. Maybe it should be said 
it overlooks the unusual behavior rather than accepts it. 
Society is less willing to overlook such actions in those 
who have not received world renown. The creative •arch to a 
different dru•aer. Froa the very beginning, those who think 
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differently are a •inority of one. This leads to loneliness 
and alienation (Schiever, 1985). 
Ria• (1984) su••arizes the personality traits the GIFFI 
(Group Inventory for Finding Interests) looks for to 
identity creativity. High scores in creative arts and 
writing enJoy creative art, stories, poetry, and •usic. 
High scores on the challenge and inventiveness are willing 
to take risks. They enJoy difficult tasks. They enJoy 
inventing and thinking of new ideas. High scores on 
questions related to confidence find school easy. These 
students believe they have good ideas. The students who 
score high on confidence are •ore independent of peer 
pressure and willing to try new opportunities. High scores 
in i•aglnation are curious, enJoy questioning, being alone, 
and travel. These students who have high scores in 
i•agination like new and i•aginary ideas. High scores in 
the interests area indicate the students have •any bobbles 
and are interested in dra•a, literature, life in other 
countries, the past, the future, and •any other topics. 
In another article by Rl••, Davis, and Bien (1982), a 
list of characteristics fro• PRIDE (Preschool Interest 
Descriptor Evaluation) e•erge: Creative children have •ake-
believe friends. They like to aake up Jokes. The children 
like to take things apart and see bow they work. The 
children often do two things at the sa•e ti•e that are not 
usually done together. These children have •any interests. 
They enJoy aake believe play. 
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Ri••• Davis, and Bien (1982) add the following as 
characteristics to be looked tor in the culturally diverse 
students who are creative. These characteristics are 
observable in •ost creative students: Creative children 
often repeat activities so they can do the• differently. 
They •ake up i•aginative lies. They recognize hidden 
•eaning and cause and effect. These children will write and 
illustrate a story without being asked to do so. These 
children will use their free ti•e to •ake up ga•es. They 
use a great deal of i•agination when writing stories. They 
see •ore possibilities for the characters. These children 
•ight decorate their paper while doing an assign•ent or 
taking a test. They will not copy others art because they 
prefer doing it their way. The •aterials used in creating 
things might not be ordinarily used tor that purpose. They 
will ask unusual questions during class discussion. These 
children prefer to use their ideas rather than those of the 
class even when it is a class proJect. Creative children 
want to do activities in an alternate way rather than do 
what was assigned. Creative children will express their 
views even it it •eans losing a friend. They are 
enthusiastic about new activities. They •ay find new ways 
to get attention. These students co•e up with fresh, 
original comaents or answers questions with an unusual 
answer. Creative children find many ways ot getting 
attention and try original •ethods to get out of doing an 
assign•ent. 
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Torrance, in 1988, co•piled a list of eighty-tour 
characteristics found in one or •ore studies designed to 
differentiate the highly creative fro• their less creative 
peers. (See Appendix A) Ja•es Alvino (1986) used a list 
co•piled by Torrance and added so•e sa•ple state•ents by 
children that reflect those traits. He calls it Twenty-
Three Signals of Creativity. (See Appendix 8) Fro• these 
lists of traits, one can see a proble• for these children in 
the traditional classroo• or for that •atter in the 
traditional ho•e. Dr. Torrance was quoted by Kathy Goff 
(1987) editor of the Torrance Center newsletter as giving 
the following as a list of what underachievers are •ade of: 
An i•agination scorned; a thought interrupted; a question 
reJected; a daydrea• that is forbidden; an idea unexpressed; 
a Judgaent that is unsought; a picture unpainted; a song 
unsung; a poe• safely hidden; talents unused (Torrance, 
1962). 
How •any underachievers are we as society creating by 
forcing confor•ity on these highly creative children? What 
kind of environ•ent is necessary for creativity to be 
nurtured? Which traits which see• negative to society as a 
whole are a •ust it creativity is to bloo•? 
Conditions that Foster Creativity 
Creativity can not be forced; it •ust be allowed to 
e•erge. Just as a faraer can not force a seed to develop 
into a plant, educators and parents can not force 
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creativity. We •ust, however, provide an at•osphere where 
the student can develop to his or her full potential 
(Rogers, 1970). 
Rogers goes on to list the necessary conditions that 
•ake up the safety and freedo• require•ents necessary for 
the likelihood of creativity to e•erge. The first condition 
is accepting the individual as of unconditional worth. This 
condition can only be •et by those teachers, parents, or 
other adults who feel that all have worth and accept the 
student regardless of his/her present behavior. They 
realize the possible potential of the student. This gives 
the necessary safety cli•ate and takes away the need to 
conform. 
The second condition Rogers feels is necessary is 
providing a cli•ate in which external evaluation is absent. 
Evaluation, Rogers feels, is always felt as a threat. If 
the student •ust please so•eone else, the teacher or parent, 
he is being led away fro• creativity. OM stresses this in 
the brainstoraing section of its program. Negative 
criticis• is not allowed. 
The third condition, understanding e•phatically, being 
able to accept the student even though you know nothing ot 
the real person. Being able to accept and see what the 
student is trying to do fro• his/her point of view. This 
allows for •ore safety and thus fostering creativity. 
The final condition which •ust be •et, according to 
Rogers, is psychological freedo•. When a teacher, parent, 
therapist peraits the individual a coaplete freedoa of 
expressions this creativity is encouraged. This 
peraissiveness gives the individual coaplete freedoa to 
think, to feel, to be (Rogers, 1970). 
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Torrance (1962) felt that creative students also need 
help in understanding their divergence. Many tiaes they are 
puzzled by their own behavior. There are tiaes in their 
lives that creative children Just needs to be understood. 
If they are understood then they can cope with the crisis 
and continue to build his/her creativity. Another thing 
necessary for creativity to grow is to allow the creative 
child to co•municate his/her ideas. lany tiaes creative 
students do not share their ideas because their ideas are so 
far ahead of their peers and teachers that they have quit 
trying to coaaunlcate. They aust have an ataosphere that 
respects questions and ideas to sustain the creativity in a 
child. 
Torrance (1962) said that one ot the aost tragic 
plights he has seen aaong highly creative individuals steas 
troa the failure ot their parents to understand thea. 
Frequently the child becoaes destructive or shows great 
aaounts of hostility. This hostile behavior is due to the 
failure the child feels. It it is a teacher that falls to 
understand the highly creative child aay refuse to learn, 
alsbehave or totally withdraw. He goes on to say that 
parents and teachers should not use criticism --aake tun of 
the child's ideas or laugh at hla/her--but should stlaulate 
the child to explore, ask questions, and try to find 
answers. 
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Another area Torrance (1962) talked about is fantasy. 
He feels that parents atteapt too early to eliainate fantasy 
troa the child's thinking. Torrance says he has seen aany 
instances in his testing that indicate children, especially 
in first and second grade, who have very little iaagination 
have been subJected to stern efforts on the part of parents 
and teachers to eliainate fantasy too early. This aakes 
these children afraid to think. 
Most can understand or at least be syapathetic with the 
teacher or parent who is irritated by the questions that 
will not stop, or the curiosity that puts the child into all 
kinds of unusual predicaaents, or the unending 
experiaentation that can be aost inconvenient at tiaes; but 
this is the stuff of which creativity is aade. It is also a 
worthwhile form of learning. Learning by trial and error is 
the best kind of learning. Allowing the child to view 
aistakes as a learning experience rather than "you are a bad 
person" not only helps the child cope but helps hia/her 
develop independence and, of course, independence is a 
necessary characteristic ot the creative personality 
(Torrance, 1962). 
Being able to stick to the task, to concentrate at the 
expense of all other proJects around you is a necessary 
coaponent of creativity. This is a component that creates 
tension for the child who will not drop what he is working 
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on because it is tiae for dinner or tiae for aath. This 
author has found this to be the nuaber one coaplaint by 
teachers about creative student. "I can't get hia interested 
in anything but •.•••• He won't do his work for •••.. He says 
he's not interested in ..... " 
Stephen Spender (1973), a poet, explains his need for 
total concentration. Writing poetry, according to Spender, 
is a spiritual activity which aakes hia coapletely forget, 
for the ttae being, that he has a body. It is a spiritual 
coapulsion to Spender, a straining of his aind. 
Spender brings another trait of creativity to light by 
discussing his sensitivity--his desire to please soaeone, 
aaybe a parent or teacher who did not believe in hia at 
childhood. He believes that one gradually realizes that 
there is always someone who will not like your work. He 
feels that all anyone can hope is that this criticisa aight 
contain soaething that will help in producing soaething 
extreaely precious. The following is a poe• that he feels 
expresses his thoughts on the act ot creating: 
Bring ae peace bring ae power bring ae assurance. 
Let ae reach the bright day, the high chair, the 
plain desk, where ay hand at last controls the words, 
where anxiety no longer underaines ae. If I don't 
reach these I'• thrown to the wolves, l'a a restless 
aniaal wandering troa place to place, troa experience 
to experience. 
Give ae the hu•ility and the Judgaent to live 
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alone with the deep and rich satisfaction of ay 
own creating: not to be thrown into doubt by a word 
of spite or disapproval. In the last analysis don't 
aind whether your work is good or bad so long as it 
has the coapleteness, the enoraity of the whole world 
which you love (Spender, 1973 p. 74). 
Education--A Closed Non-Creative 
Environaent 
Education has long been concerned with the aeaorizing of 
facts, toraulas, and acquiring and storing of intoraation. 
There is little rooa for originality in learning how to 
spell, or aeaorizing capitals. The child aust learn what 
others feel is iaportant, have already discovered, and feel 
others aust know in order to be educated. It a child 
atteapts to be creative and is original or rearranges the 
aaterial, he/she is "bad". This child is thought of as a 
nuisance. He/ or she has, according to educators, aade a 
aistake. He/she learns what is right or wrong, learns to 
follow directions and not deviate fro• thea, and aaybe aost 
haraful--to do what he/she is told. 
Educators only allow problea solving if there is one 
correct answer--the one in the back of the teacher's aanual, 
or been agreed upon by the culture, or ls the answer that 
the teaching aachine says is correct. Instead of 
creativity, education fosters conforaity to the cultural 
noras (Anderson, 1961; Clark, 1983; and loustakas, 1967). 
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Bachtold (1974) warned that the school or for that aatter, 
the ho•e did not reward behavior that facilitated 
iaagination. As a result, creativity is not usually 
endorsed as educationally beneficial. 
Most agree that creativity can be developed through 
learning if there is an interaction between the person, 
other people, and his/her environaent. Given opportunities 
to interact, creativity will eaerge. If not given these 
opportunities, creativity will not eaerge (Taylor, 1975). 
Taylor felt it is not Just acceptance or a peraissive 
environaent that is needed for creativity to flourish. 
There also •ust be large aaounts of sti•ulation. The 
environaent which allows the stiaulation will produce 
greater creativity. Taylor also said that the leaders of 
Synectics have strongly i•plied the iaportance of 
interpersonal interactions to be necessary for the 
developaent of creativity. 
Odyssey of the Mind 
Since aost schools teach students to look for the right 
answer, students encounter, on a daily basis, aany blocks 
which llait a tree flow of ideas. They are afraid of being 
wrong or worse yet, different. They often disregard or 
ignore any creative thoughts they aight have. Many children 
have becoae robotic. Since the classrooa situation is 
inflexible in nature, they want to be right, not coae up 
with unusual answers, give safe answers, or as aany put it, 
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they learn to play the gaae. They play the gaae because 
they know that otherwise they will not be accepted. They 
stifle their original responses because if they do not, they 
will becoae know as show-offs and be considered behavior 
probleas. Many retreat into books as a way to free their 
creative ainds without interacting with the school 
environaent (Killer, 1987). OM, a creative problea solving 
coapetition, gives an outlet to these creative children. It 
allows for unusual and yes even bizarre ideas to eaerge. It 
encourages the unusual. 
OM is a prograa geared priaarily to the highly creative 
person. Probleas are available for those interested in art, 
perforaing arts, creative writing, science, technology and 
the huaanities. It was aodeled after athletics prograas 
because it was felt that varsity sports have the best gifted 
prograa available to students. OM fosters group creative 
problea solving which involves challenges and learning 
experiences for everyone involved. It helps develop trust, 
leadership, co••unication skills, and cooperation. The tea• 
aeabers are encouraged to contribute and be supportive of 
the risk taking efforts of other tea• •e•bers (Bull and 
Fishkin, 1986). 
OM has the philosophy that creative problea solving is 
the wave of the future in teaching. It is no longer good 
enough to teach only content; educators •ust teach students 
to think. OM also helps the students better understand aany 
subJects which they •ight never be exposed to in the 
regular curriculua until auch later in their school 
experience or possibly never at all. 
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OM allows students to pick froa 5 problems. Students 
are either chosen for the teaa or try out. Since all 
students have creative potential, although aany do not think 
they do, participation on a tea• opens the door for 
developing creativity in each teaa aeaber. It can build 
self-confidence and encourage the team aeabers to initiate 
investigation of a topic on their own. OM encourages 
experiaentation. Even if the result of the experiaentation 
is negative, a learning experience has been provided, and 
the student has not been eabarrassed or aade to feel bad 
(Micklus and Micklus, 1984). 
OM is finding new and different ways of doing things or 
looking at questions. It is a way of ridding the aind of 
self-iaposed rules and regulations that were only thought to 
exist. It is a aethod of allowing young people to exert 
their energies (especially creative abilities) in a 
productive and nondestructive direction. It provides 
challenging problems which have no right answer. The teaa 
can take whatever direction it wants to solve the problea. 
This prograa leads to a constructive avenue to unleash 
creative talent and instead of getting negative feedback, 
aost teaas are rewarded by coamunity and peer recognition 
(Micklus & Micklus, 1984). 
The traits, according to Bull (1980), that aake good 
teaa aeabers are task coaaitaent such as persistence, 
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industry, tenaciousness, and deteraination; high energy 
level; enthusiasa; ability to becoae absorbed in a task; 
single-aindedness in goal seeking; willingness to work hard; 
aotivation to achieve; productive; a need tor quality; a 
need for creative production; and self-critical in teras of 
product developaent. 
Torrance (1979b) felt that creative behavior is achieved 
by coabining creative abilities with skills and having the 
necessary aotivation to create. This seeas to be an area 
many people, especially teachers and parents, aisunderstand. 
Creativity aust coabine with skill and knowledge or no 
creativity can be exhibited. He felt that although people 
tend to be aost highly aotivated to do the things they do 
best, societal attitudes concerning creativity are such that 
aany tiaes there is little, if any, relationship between 
creativity and the aotivation necessary to achieve • 
Stifled rather than aotivated, the creative accoaplishaents 
that could occur reaain only a dreaa left to wither and die. 
OK can provide both the skills and aotivation necessary for 
creative productivity. Torrance also felt that no creative 
thinking is likely to occur unless there is an awareness 
that a problea exists. Again, OM supplies the students with 
probleas which beg to be solved. The coapetition requires 
the students to define the problea and then coaait 
theaselves to solving it. 
OK probleas also lend theaselves to allowing for 
e•otions which Torrance (1979a) feels are necessary if true 
creativit~ or an "aha" is to occur. Once the aha 
experience, satori, eureka experience, or breakthrough 
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has occurred, the result or solution •ust stand the test of 
logic. However, the ideas theaselves do not occur through 
logic. The ideas co•e fro• the e•otional and nonrational 
portion of our brains and are •ore i•portant than the 
intellectual and the rational. Torrance feels that in •ost 
cultures there are serious blocks to the develop•ent ot 
e•otional awareness and •an~ •ethods of facilitating growth 
in this area are prohibited. Schools are oriented toward 
control of e•otion. E•otional experiencing or searching for 
truth has been the young people of •iddle class A•erica's 
rebellion. Com•unes, •ariJuana, and other psychedelic drugs 
beca•e widespread to help in this search--in this case a 
self destructive search, according to Torrance (1979a). 
OM also provides a disciplined process. It has 
deliberate procedures for aiding the problem solver in 
getting an unusual perspective of the problea. Brainstorming 
in a group allows for •an~ perspectives and refinement of 
the •ost zan~ ideas. Because OM allows for and rewards 
creativit~, will acceptance ot creative trait or even a 
desire to develop these traits occur in parents and teachers 
who have observed the use of this creative potential in the 
OK creative problem solving coapetition? Dr. Cr~pton 
(1985), in talking about our nation and our inventions and 
inventors, describes •en like Alexander Graha• Bell and 
Thomas Edison as "wizards and tinkerers who, through 
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inspiration, perspiration and serendipity, were able to aake 
their dreaas coae true" (p.42). All of these aen, these 
inventors, succeed despite being aisunderstood and often 
ridiculed. Unflappable persistency could be a trait 
required to invent. 
Can participation in creative problea solving help 
clear up •uch of the misunderstanding and ridicule society 
has inflicted upon the highly creative? This is what this 
research will atteapt to find out. Will it legitimize the 
things that top innovators said were their •otivation(s) for 
their creative innovations--things like failed experiaents; 
challenges of it can never be done, or even s•all things 
like building •odels of things? Will society accept without 
fear the person who like Yoshihisa Tsuda writer of a 
"Utilization of Bio•ass to Produce Chemicals", says, "The 
discovery was a series of revelations or clicks in •Y mind. 
It was a flash of ideas, and then I used •ath to work out 
the ideas" quoted in Gilbert (1986, p. 74). Will society 
accept and desire the nurturing of creativity and realize it 
is a useful and necessary function which is vital to a 
healthy and productive life or society? Does OM create a 
aore positive attitude? Thoaas J. Watson chief of IBM, was 
quoted by Moore (1985) as saying that an invention is the 
product of i•agination and huaan aspiration achieved through 
hard work. The purpose of creative invention is to laprove 
the way of life. Does OK help parents and teachers 
understand that creative productivity is not possible unless 
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opportunities to practice and develop teachers who have been 
involved with OM be aore understanding and aore responsive 
when they see a child daydreaaing or coaaitting soae other 
unforgivable action. 
Klinger (1987) feels that daydreaaing is a natural way 
to use brain power efficiently. Daydreaas often begin 
spontaneously when what we are doing requires less than our 
full attention (Hearing the saae aath problea explained for 
the 4th tiae that day.) Our brains aove our conscious 
attention autoaatically away so it can work on other things. 
Daydreaaing keeps our ainds active. It also helps us cope 
and create. Klinger goes on to denounce soae societal 
aisinforaation about fantasy and daydreaas. First he states 
that current research indicates that the old notions about 
daydreaas are coapletely wrong. People who daydreaa do not 
go on to becoae schizophrenic. He states that evidence 
shows that people who are given to fantasy aay even have 
special psychological strengths. Psychologist Roni Beth 
Tower, while being interviewed by Klinger (1987), stated she 
found that in general, iaaginative children (those who 
pretend easily and coafortably) are aore lively, concentrate 
better, are aore attractive to others, tolerate frustration 
better, tend to show less fear, are aore alert and are 
generally happy. 
Koberg and Bagnall (1980) felt that there were aany 
opportunities to be wrong in an active, creative life. This 
fear is unfounded since few errors carry stiff penalties and 
because of a tear of being wrong we tend to walt until we 
know it all. Because few of us ever seea to becoae that 
expert who knows everything, we never create. Our pride, 
fear, or aaybe even coapetltlveness bas blocked our 
creativity. 
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Goff (1988) reaarked on a speech aade by Trefflnger 
concerning OM and the Future Problea Solving Prograa. Both 
prograas were cautioned to seriously look at the coapetltive 
nature of their prograas. Treffinger felt this aspect 
haapered rather than proaoted creativity. This is one 
aspect that alght not be as positive. However, this author 
feels it alght Just be the one thing that will allow parents 
and teachers to view the creative process. Schools are 
under pressure to involve the students in coapetitlve 
endeavors. The parents and coaaunity want to see their 
school win. Although this should not be the focus, the 
learning and the opportunity should be the focus, parents 
and teachers will be aore likely to endorse and view 
coapet1tive events. This opens the doors which allows 
teachers, already under pressure to have the children 
coapete, and parents, swollen with pride, to be able to see 
on a first hand basis, the positive aspects of the creative 
process. It allows thea to be aore tolerant and accepting 
of the different view of the creative students. It 
legitiaizes the questioning attitude and strong curiosity. 
It opens doors to the student for aore experiences which are 
aore stiaulating than those traditionally offered. This 
research endeavored to see if OM did •ake a s1gn1t1cant 
ditterence in tbe attitudes of society toward creativity. 
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CHAPTER I II 
METHODOLOGY 
SubJects 
Tbe subJects in the study included three groups: 
Group 1: 
Parents and Teachers of Winning OV Participants 
(N=75). Parents who bad children or Teachers who bad been 
involved with students who bad participated on an OK tea• 
and won state coapetition. 
Group 2: 
Parents and Teachers of Non winning OK participants 
(N=26). Parents whose children bad participated in OV and 
Teachers wbo bad been involved with students who bad 
participated but bad not won a state coapetition. 
Group 3: 
Parents and Teachers of Students never involved in OK 
(N=62). Parents and Teachers whose children have never 
participated in OM. 
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The list of OK participants who had won, who had 
participated but not won, and schools not associated with OM 
were obtained through the OK-OM Executive Board Secretary, 
Dr. Eugene Hobbs. Winning and participating teaas fro• the 
Oklahoaa State co•petition were used. Schools with 
enrollaents siailar to those who participate in OM 
were chosen tor the group that has never participated. 
Collection of Data 
The coaches of the winning teams at State co•petition 
were given questionnaires for parents and teachers 
associated with team •e•bers. The coaches were given a 
return envelope and asked to send the co•pleted toras. 
School districts of similar size to those participating in 
OK were contacted to obtain peraission to saaple soae of 
their parents and teachers. Questionnaires were mailed to 
the adainistrator and were given to the students by the 
administrators to take to their parents. The ad•inistrator 
of the schools who had never participated were given enough 
copies for each teacher in his/her building. A self-
addressed, staaped envelope was provided for each 
respondent. 
Coaches of tea•s that participated but did not win were 
sent enough questionnaires tor their tea• •embers, parents, 
and teachers. The respondents were provided with a self-
addressed, sta•ped envelope. A follow up call in two to 
three weeks was aade if the questionnaires had not been 
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returned. This was done to insure a sufficient nuaber of 
respondents. Although enough to do the study, the nuaber of 
non winning OM participants should have been larger. This 
would have allowed tor a aore accurate appraisal of the 
effect OM bas on society's perception of creativity and 
whether the coapetition factor played a aaJor role in the 
findings. 
The aeasureaent instruaent was developed for this 
research. It is a Likert-like Scale which rated the 
desirability and/or acceptability of creative traits in 
children. The instruaent bad been screened by two faculty 
meabers who have worked in the field of creativity. The 
instrument bas also been screened by four professionals who 
work with creativity. This was done so the instruaent would 
be more reliable and valid. The screeners were asked to 
review the questions and mark each as a question pertaining 
to acceptability or desirability. They were also asked to 
check the questions for clarity of aeaning. Their 
evaluations of the questions were used in the finalization 
of the questionnaire. The questions aeasure the 
acceptability and/or desirability of traits associated with 
creativity but generally viewed by society as undesirable. 
Questions related to personal creativity are also included 
to see bow the respondents feel about their own creativity. 
This section of the questionnaire was adapted from a 
questionnaire by Fishkin (1988). Deaographic inforaation 
aakes up the re•ainder of the questionnaire. The 
references used for question and foraat design include: 




Due to the length of the questionnaires, and the nuaber 
of cities involved, the questionnaires were filled out by 
each individual without any verbal direction. A cover 
letter was attached. (See Appendix C). The coaches and 
adainistrators gave the questionnaires to the appropriate 
people. The questionnaires were included in the winners 
packets at our state coapetition. Copies for parents of 
each team aeaber and at least one teacher per student were 
included. A self-addressed envelope was included for each 
questionnaire. A follow up was conducted by phone after two 
to three weeks. Another set of questionnaires were aailed 
if there was no response within two weeks. 
The non participant groups were chosen according to 
school size. This was done after the state coapetition. 
The questionnaires were aailed to a the administrators who 
bad given their peraission to do the study. The 
questionnaires were banded out to students to take hoae to 
their parents and to teachers in the school. A follow up 
call was aade approxiaately two to three weeks later, 
followed by a new packet after two weeks. 
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Measurements Used 
A Likert-like scales was used. The total score for 
each respondent was used to evaluate the respondents views 
of the acceptability/desirability of creativity. A copy of 
the instru•ent can be found in Appendix B. 
A principal components factor analysis with a varl•ax 
rotation was performed using SYSTAT (Wilkenson, 1987) 
statistical software package. All factors with an eigen 
value of 1 or greater were extracted. Six interpretable 
factors were found. These factors are reported in Chapter 4. 
The data from the questionnaires was sorted into groups 
of OM, Non winning OM, and Non OM. Another grouping of OK 
and Non OM was made. This was done to see if the Non 
winning scores significantly changed the degree to which OM 
would or would not effect the views of the respondents. The 
second reason for using a second grouping was the number of 
respondents N=163. When analyzing some data such as Town 
Size and Education Level, cells remained empty. In these 
cases, a 2x3 ANOVA using the second grouping was used. 
ANOVAs were conducted with the Total Factor Score as 
the dependent variable and knowledge of OM, age, education 
level, parent type, and town size as the independent 
variables. 
When a significant difference was found, a Tukey HSD 
Post-Hoc was conducted to discern the nature of the 
relationship. The Tukey tests the null and alternative 
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hypothesis tor all possible pairs of group aeans. A aatrix 
of critical differences and a aatrix of probabilities were 
produced. The co•parisons that were found to be significant 
were used to deteraine which aeans in the aain effects 




A principal coaponent factor analysis was perforaed 
using the factor section of SYSTAT (Wilkinson, 1987). A 
covariance aatrix with pairwise deletion was used for the 
input to the data analysis. A varimax rotation was 
perforaed and all factors with an eigen value of 1 or 
greater were extracted. All questions were included and the 
analysis produced six factors. Of all the questions, 
thirty-six total, twenty-five were retained. 
Factor one was labeled Desirability and/or Value of 
Creativity. It was composed of items such as: "I value my 
student's/children's ideas" and "I appreciate ay 
child's/student's creative products." Cronbach's Alpha was 
coaputed and yielded r=.778 for this factor. (See Table 
1, Appendix D for a full set of items in this factor.) 
Factor two was labeled Desirability of Creative 
Environment. It was composed of items such as: "Most 
parents would like to have schools provide an open 
ataosphere that promotes creativity" and "Most parents would 
like to have their children trained in school to increase 
their creativity." Cronbach's Alpha was coaputed and 
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yielded r=.686 for this factor. (See Table 15, 
Appendix D tor a full set of iteas on this factor.) 
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Factor three was labeled Acceptance of Behaviors 
Considered Non Conforaing by Society. It was coaposed of 
items such as "Children should be able to concentrate their 
attention on classwork" and "Children should accept school 
rules without question." Cronbach's Alpha was coaputed and 
yielded r=.701 for this factor. See Table 28, Appendix 
D tor a full set of items and loadings on this factor. 
Response scales for the !teas on this factor were reversed. 
Factor four was labeled Acceptance of Creativity by 
Schools and consisted of such iteas as "Schools value a keen 
sense of humor in a child" and "Schools show appreciation 
for creative products." Cronbach's Alpha yielded a r=.789 
on this factor. For a complete list of items for this 
factor and loadings, see Table 28, Appendix D. 
Factor five was labeled Desirability/Value of the 
Creative Process and consisted of items such as "Creative 
children should be allowed to aake aistakes without being 
punished for thea" and "Mistakes should be treated as 
learning experiences rather than as an occasion for 
punishaent." Cronbach's Alpha yielded a r=.814 on this 
factor. For a coaplete list of iteas and loadings for this 
factor, See Table 52, Appendix D. 
Factor six was labeled Attitude Toward Personality 
Traits Commonly Associated With Creativity Which Give A 
Negative View of Creativity and consisted of items such as 
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"Creative children are overly active" and "Creative children 
are trouble-•akers." Cronbach's Alpha yielded an r=.708 for 
this factor. For a co•plete listing of ite•s and loadings, 
see Table 64, Appendix D. The ite•s on this factor 
were scored in the opposite direction. 
Questions twenty-seven through forty-six dealt with the 
respondent's personal creativity. No significant 
differences were found. Personal creativity will not be 
discussed further in this study. 
An ANOVA for an unbalanced factorial design was 
conducted using each Factor total score, defined as the su• 
of scores fro• all ite•s in the factor, as the dependent 
variable and the following as independent variables: group, 
age, town size, and education level. The unbalanced 
factorial design required a least square ANOVA progra• like 
SYSTAT's MGLH. This prograa automatically adjusts for an 
uneven design. 
A Tukey HSD, a Post-hoc aultiple comparison test, was 
conducted on those variables that showed significance 
(p<.05). This was done to find the simple effects 
breakdown. Exact p values are reported. 
Factor One--Desirability and/or Value 
of Creativity 
Factor scores were co•puted for Factor one and several 
comparisons using these scores are reported below. A 2x2 
ANOVA comparing groups (OM and Non OM) and Age (under 40 and 
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40 and over) for Factor One scores yielded a significant 
interaction F1,159 13.293, p=.OOO, See Table 2 in Appendix 
D. The interaction is shown graphically in Figure 1, 
Appendix E. The graph and the Tukey HSD Test indicates that 
Non OM •e•bers age 40 & Over scored highest while OM •e•bers 
40 & Over scored the lowest, See Table 3, Appendix D. 
A 2x3 ANOVA for Factor One scores coaparing Age (under 
40, 40 and over) by group (OM, Non winning OM, and Non OM) 
also yielded a significant interaction. F2, 157 6.581, 
p=.002, See Table 4 in Appendix D. Again, when examined 
graphically (See Figure 2, Appendix E) and with Tukey's HSD 
Post-Hoc, (See Table 5, Appendix D) the results show the 
highest score for Non OM 40 & Over and correspondingly lower 
scores for OM and tor OM Non winning 40 & Over, See Table 4 
in Appendix D. 
A 2x3 ANOVA for Factor One Scores was conducted 
comparing group (OM, Non OM) to Parent Type (Parent Only, 
Teacher Only, Both Parent and Teacher). This analysis is 
shown in Table 6, Appendix D. The Analysis yielded a 
significant •ain effect for parent F2 157 6.571, p=.002 
' 
(See Table 7, Appendix D) and for group x parent, F2, 157 
3.669, p=.028. The follow up Tukey HSD Test on the •ain 
effect showed that the Parent Only Type had the significant 
difference with the highest •eans. (See Table 8, Appendix 
D). The aeans (See Table 7, Appendix D) showed the lowest 
scores ca•e from the Both Parents and Teacher type. This is 
shown graphically in Figure 4, Appendix E. The aeans 
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decline across Parent Types. On the interaction, Non OM 
Parent Only and Non OM Teachers Only both scored 
significantly higher than the Non OM Both Parent and 
Teacher. The OM Teacher Only scored significantly higher 
than the Non OM both Teacher and Parent (See Table 8, 
Appendix D). The graph of the interaction shows that while 
scores decline across Parent, Teacher, and Both Parent and 
Teacher for the Non OM group, this pattern is not followed 
for OM. Teachers Only have the highest score aaong those 
involved in OM, See Figure 3, Appendix E. 
A 2x3 ANOVA for Factor One Scores compared group (OH, 
Non OM) and EdLevel (High School or below, Soae college to 
Bachelors, Masters and Above) and yielded a significant main 
effect for EdLevel, F2,157 4.455, p=.013. See Tables 9, 10, 
and 11, in Appendix D. This is shown graphically in Figure 
5, Appendix E. The graph shows there is an increase in 
scores from Education Level (High School and Below to 
Education Level (Some College to Bachelors). The scores 
then decline from Level 2 to Level 3 (Masters and Above). 
For main effect, Tukey's HSD test indicated the Soae 
College to Bachelors and Masters and Above Education Levels 
have significant differences. (See Table 11, Appendix D). 
A 2x3 ANOVA on Factor One Scores was conducted 
co•paring group (OM, Non OH) to Town Size (10,000 or less, 
10,001-20,000, 20,001+) and yielded a significant aain 
effect F2,157 5.153, p=.007, (See Table 12, Appendix D) and 
a significant Town Size x Group interaction F2,157 3.107, 
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p=.048, shown graphically in Figure 8, Appendix E. Tukey's 
HSD Test for •ain effect indicated a significant difference 
between Town Size 10,001-20,000 and Town Size 20,001 and 
Larger (See Table 13 and 14, Appendix D). This is shown 
graphically in Figure 7, Appendix E. For the interaction 
of Town Size x Group, Tukey's HSD test indicated the Non OK 
group's scores declined when the Town Size increased. There 
was also a significant difference within the OK group. The 
OK group showed the 10,001-20,00 Town Size to have the 
highest aeans. 
Factor Two--Desirability of 
Creative Environment 
A 2x3 ANOVA for Factor Two scores was conducted 
comparing Age (Under 40, 40 and Over) by group (OM, Non 
winning OM, and Non OK) and yielded a significant aain 
effect for age F1, 154 11.794, p=.001, See Table 16, 
Appendix D and for main effect group F2,154 19.289, p=.OOO, 
and for Age x Group F2 154 4.594, p=.012. See Table 17, 
' ' 
Appendix D for aeans of main effect group and age. The 
follow up Tukey HSD Test for •ain effect Age showed that a 
significant difference was found between the Under 40 group 
and the 40 & Over group (See Table 19, Appendix D). This is 
shown graphically in Figure 9, Appendix E. For aain effect, 
group, the Tukey HSD Test (Table 18, Appendix D) indicated 
significant differences in OK and Non winning OK, Non OK and 
Non winning OK, and OM and Non OK. (See Table 19, Appendix 
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D). This is shown graphically in Figure 10, Appendix E. 
Graphically represented, the OK scores are the highest. The 
Non OK group's scores are also higher than the Non winning 
OK group. See Figure 10, Appendix E. A graph showing an 
ordinal interaction in scores to Age for all groups with 
the OK group having the highest scores can be seen in Figure 
8, Appendix E. 
A 2x3 ANOVA for Factor Two Scores was conducted 
coaparing group (OK, Non OK) to Parent Type (Parent Only, 
Teacher Only, and Both Parent and Teacher). This analysis 
is shown in Table 20, Appendix D. The analysis yielded a 
significant aain effect for Parent F2, 154 45.137, p=.OOO. 
The follow up Tukey HSD Test on the •ain effect showed that 
Teachers Only group and Both Parent and Teacher bad 
significant differences (See Table 22, Appendix D). The 
means (See Table 21, Appendix D) showed that the Teacher 
Only group scored highest while Parents Only had the lowest 
score. The graph of the •ain effect showed the Teacher 
Only group had the highest scores, See Figure 11, Appendix 
E. 
A 2x3 ANOVA for Factor Two Scores compared group (OK, 
Non OK) and EdLevel (High School or below, Soae college to 
Bachelors, Masters and Above) yielded a significant aain 
effect for Education Level F2, 151 12.473, p=.OOO, See Table 
23 in Appendix D. Tukey's HSD indicated a significant 
difference in Masters and Above Education Level and both the 
High School and Below and Soae College to Bachelor Education 
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Levels, (See Table 25, Appendix D). The •eans indicate the 
highest education level, Masters and Above, also had the 
highest •eans and that the •eans decrease as the education 
levels decrease (See Table 24, Appendix D). This is shown 
graphically in Figure 12, Appendix E. 
A 2x3 ANOVA on Factor Two scores was conducted 
co•paring group (OM, Non-OM) to Town Size (10,000 or less, 
10,001-20,000, 20,001+) and yielded a significant 
interaction of Town Size x Group F2 154 6.473, p=.002, See 
' 
Table 26, Appendix D. The follow up Tukey HSD Test on the 
interaction showed a difference between pairs (See Table 27, 
Appendix D). The means indicated that in the Non OM group, 
the scores increased with town size but this was not true of 
the OM group where the OM Town Size 10,001-20,000 had the 
highest score. The interaction is shown graphically in 
Figure 13, Appendix E. The disordinal interaction shows OM 
scoring highest except in town size 20,001 and larger. 
Factor Three--Acceptance of Behaviors 
Considered Non Confor•ing 
by Society 
Factor scores were computed for Factor Three and 
several co•parisons using these scores are reported below. 
A 2x3 ANOVA for Factor Three Scores was conducted comparing 
Age (under 40, 40 and Over to group (OM, Non winning OM, Non 
OM)). The analysis shown in Table 29, Appendix D yielded a 
significant main effect for age F1,157 4.033, p=.046 and 
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group F2, 157 18.502, p=.OOO. The follow up Tukey HSD Test 
on the •ain effect age showed no significant differences in 
the 40 & Over and Under 40 age groups (See Table 30, 
Appendix D). For •ain effect group, the •eans indicated 
the OM group scored significantly higher than the Non 
winning OK or Non OM groups with the Non OK group having the 
lowest scores (See Table 30 and 31, Appendix D). This is 
shown graphically in Figure 14, Appendix E. 
A 2x3 ANOVA for Factor Three Scores was conducted 
coaparing group (OM, Non OM) to Parent Type (Parent Only, 
Teacher Only, Both Parent and Teacher). This analysis is 
shown in Table 32, Appendix D. The analysis yielded a 
significant aain effect for parent F2 157 9.555, p=.OOO and , 
for •ain effect group Ft, 157 8.268, p=.OOS. The follow up 
Tukey HSD Test on the •ain effects showed that Teachers Only 
and Parent Only were significantly different. A 
significant difference was also indicated between Both 
Parents and Teacher Type and Parent Only Type (See Table 32, 
Appendix D). The •eans showed the Teacher Only type scored 
highest while the Parents Only scored lowest (See Table 33, 
Appendix D). This is graphically represented in Figure 15, 
Appendix E. For •ain effect, group, the aeans indicate the 
OK group's scores to be significantly higher than the Non OM 
group's scores (See Table 33 and 34, Appendix D). The 
infor•ation is graphically represented in Figure 15, 
Appendix E. 
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A 2x3 ANOVA for Factor Three Scores coapared group (OM, 
Non-OM) and EdLevel (High School or below, Soae College to 
BA, Masters and Above) yielded a significant aain effect for 
group, F1, 157 6.496, p=.012, and EdLevel F2,157 11.103, 
p=.OOO. See Table 35 in Appendix D. The follow up Tukey 
HSD Test on aain effect for group showed Education Level 
(Some College to Bachelors) and Education Level (High School 
and Below) and Soae College to Bachelors and Masters and 
Above to be significantly different (See Table 37, Appendix 
D). The graph in Figure 18, Appendix E, shows the EdLevel, 
Some college to Bachelors, bad the highest score. EdLevel, 
Masters and Above had the lowest score (See Table 36, 
Appendix D for aeans). For aain effect, group, the aeans 
indicate the OM group scored significantly higher than the 
Non OM group (See Table 36, Appendix D). This inforaation 
is graphically represented in Figure 17, Appendix E. 
A 2x3 ANOVA on Factor Three scores was conducted 
comparing group (OM, Non-OM) to Town Size (10,000 or less, 
10,001-20,000, 20,001+) and yielded a significant aain 
effect for group F1, 157 7.913, p=.006, for aain effect Town 
Size F2 157, 3.582, p=.030, and an interaction for Town Size 
x Group F2, 157, 4.879, p=.009. See Table 38, Appendix D 
and Figure 19, Appendix E for a graphic representation. 
The follow up Tukey's HSD Test on aain effect Town Size 
showed that the Town Size 20,001 and larger and the 10,001-
20,000 to be significantly different (See Table 40, Appendix 
D). A significant difference was also indicated between 
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Town Size 10,000 or less and Town Size 10,001-20,000. This 
is shown graphically in Figure 20, Appendix E. The aeans 
indicate the largest Town Size also bas the highest aeans 
(See Table 38, Appendix D). For aain effect, group, the 
aeans indicated a significantly higher aean for the OM group 
(See Table 40, Appendix D and Figure 21, Appendix E). The 
Tukey HSD test for the interaction group x town size 
indicated significant pair differences and is graphically 
represented in Table 41, Appendix D. For the interaction, 
the OM scores stayed relatively equal across town size. The 
Non OM group in Town Size 10,001 to 20,000 bad significantly 
higher scores and town size 10,000 or less in the Non OM 
group bad the lowest, but only slightly lower than, town 
size 20,001 and larger. 
Factor Four--Acceptance of Creativity 
by School 
Factor scores were coaputed for Factor Four and several 
comparisons using these scores are reported below. A 2x2 
ANOVA comparing Group (OM and Non-OM) and Age (under 40 and 
40 and Over) tor Factor tour scores yielded a significant 
aain effect for Age Ft, 156 7.310, p=.008 and for the 
interaction of Age x Group Ft, 156 4.449, p=.037 (See Table 
43, Appendix D). The Tukey HSD Post-Hoc indicated a 
difference in pairs of the OM Under 40 and Non OM 40 & Over 
group (See Table 45, Appendix D). The aeans indicated the 
Non OM in the Under 40 age group had the highest scores. 
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The Non OM 40 and Over bad the lowest scores. The OM group 
showed little difference in scores by age group. The 
interaction is shown graphically in Figure 23, Appendix E. 
For aain effect age, the aeans indicated the Under 40 age 
group to have significantly higher scores than the 40 & Over 
group (See Table 44, Appendix D). This lnforaation is 
graphically represented in Figure 23, Appendix E. 
A 2x3 ANOVA for Factor Four scores comparing Age (Under 
40, 40 and Over) by group (OM, Non winning OH, and Non OK) 
yielded no significant differences (See Table 47, Appendix 
D). 
A 2x3 ANOVA for Factor Four Scores was conducted 
comparing group (OH, Non OH) to Parent Type (Parent Only, 
Teacher Only, Both Parent and Teacher). This Analysis is 
shown in Table 47, Appendix D. The analysts yielded no 
significant aaln effects or interaction. 
A 2x3 ANOVA for Factor Four scores compared group (OH, 
Non OM) and EdLevel (High School or Below, Some College to 
Bachelors, Masters and Above) and yielded a significant main 
effect for EdLevel F2 154, 2.890 p=.059. This analysts is 
is shown in Table 48, Appendix D. A follow up Tukey HSD 
Test indicated no significant difference in pairs (See 
Tables 47, 49, and 50, Appendix D). 
A 2x3 ANOVA for Factor Four scores was conducted 
comparing group (OK, Non OK) to Town Size (10,000 or less, 
10,001-20,000, 20,001+) and yielded no significant 
differences (See Table 51, Appendix D). 
Factor F1ve--Des1rabil1ty/Value 
of the Creative Process 
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Factor scores were coaputed for Factor Five and several 
comparisons using these scores are reported below. A 2x3 
ANOVA for factor four coaparing Age (under 40, 40 and Over) 
by Group (OM, Non winning OM, and Non OM) and yielded a 
significant interaction F2, 157 9.752 p=.OOO. See Table 
53 in Appendix D. When graphically examined and the 
results of Tukey's HSD Post-Hoc are considered, a disordinal 
interaction is evident. A disordinal interaction is one 
that is not parallel. The Tukey HSD Test found significant 
differences in the Non OK group and the Non winning OK group 
(See 54, Appendix D). The OM group is linear across ages 
while the Non winning OM scores decline with age and the Non 
OK scores increase with age. Non OM age 40 & Over have the 
highest scores. The Non winning OM age 40 & Over have the 
lowest scores. A graphic representation is presented in 
Figure 24, Appendix E. 
A 2x2 ANOVA for Factor Five scores was conducted 
co•paring group (OM, Non OM) to Age (40 and under, over 40) 
yielded a significant main effect for age Ft,156 7.310 
p=.OOS and a significant interaction F1, 156 4.449 p=.037, 
See Table 55, Appendix D. A Tukey HSD Post-Hoc was 
conducted (See Table 56, Appendix D) and the results are 
graphically represented in Figure 25, Appendix E. The 
interaction showed that the Nn'l 011 40 & Over group had the 
highest scores and the Non OM under 40 group had the lowest 
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scores. The interaction is disordinal. The OK group scores 
decline with age and the pattern is in reverse for the Non 
OK group. No significant Tukey was found for •ain effect 
age (See Tables 55 and 56, Appendix D for •eans). 
A 2x3 ANOVA for Factor Five scores was conducted 
co•paring Group (OK, Non OK) and Parent Type (Parent Only, 
Teacher Only, Both Parent and Teacher) yielded a significant 
•ain effect for Group Ft,157 7.888 p=.006 and a significant 
interaction F2,157 7.713 p=.OOt (See Table 57, Appendix D). 
Tukey's HSD Test indicated an interaction within the Non OM 
group and between the two groups (See Table 69, Appendix D). 
The interaction is graphically represented in Figure 27, 
Appendix E. The graph shows the OM Parent Only Type and 
Both Parent and Teacher Type scored significantly higher 
than the Non OM Teacher Only. The Non OM group had the 
highest score in the Parent Only section with significant 
differences between the Non OM Parent Only and Teacher Only, 
and between Parent Only and Both Parent and Teacher. The 
Both Parent and Teacher Parent Type scored significantly 
higher than the Teacher Only in the Non OK group. For aain 
effect group, no significant Tukey was found (See Tables 58 
and 59, Appendix D for •eans). 
A 2x3 ANOVA on Factor Fiv~ scores was conducted 
coaparing group (OK and Non OK) and Ed Levels ( High School 
and Below, Some College to Bachelors, and Masters and Above) 
and yielded a significant interaction F2,164 3.087 p=.018. 
See Table 61, Appendix D for the analysis inforaation. The 
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follow up Tukey HSD Post-Hoc showed a disordinal interaction 
(See Table 62, Appendix D). The Non OK group's scores 
descended froa Ed Level (High School and Below and Ed Level 
(So•e College to Bachelors and then ascended to Ed Level 
(Masters and Above). The pattern was reversed for the OM 
group and is shown graphically in Figure 29, Appendix E. 
A 2x3 ANOVA for group (OM and Non OM) and Town Size 
(10,000 or less, 10,001-20,000, and 20,001+) yielded no 
significant differences (See Table 63, Appendix D). 
Factor Six--Attitude Toward Personality 
Traits Coa•only Associated With 
Creativity Which 
Give a Negative 
View of 
Creativity 
A 2x2 ANOVA for Factor Six scores was conducted for 
Group (OM and Non OM) and Age (Under 40 and 40 & Over) and 
yielded a significant interaction Ft,159 17.071 p=.OOO, See 
Table 65, Appendix D. A follow up Tukey HSD Post-Hoc showed 
a significant difference in the OM and Non OM group (See 
Table 66, Appendix D). The aeans showed the Non OK group's 
scores rose with age. The pattern is reversed for the OM 
group. The interaction is disordinal. A graphic display of 
the interaction is shown in Figure 30, Appendix E. Ite•s in 
this factor were scored in the opposite direction. 
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A 2x3 ANOVA for Factor Six scores was conducted for Age 
(Under 40 and 40 & Over) and Group (OM, Non winning OK, Non 
OM) and yielded a significant interaction of Age by Group 
F2, 157 11.180 p=.OOO, See Table 67, Appendix D. A follow 
up Tukey HSD Post-Hoc (Table 68, Appendix D) which is 
graphically represented in Figure 31, Appendix E, shows a 
disordinal interaction. The Non OM, age 40 & Over have the 
highest scores while the OM, Under 40 have the lowest. Both 
Non winning OM and Non OK scores increased with age. The OM 
group follows the opposite pattern and declines with age. 
A 2x3 ANOVA for Factor six scores was conducted 
comparing Group (OM, Non OM) to Parent Type (Parent Only, 
Teacher Only, and Both Parent and Teacher). This analysis 
is shown in Table 69, Appendix D. The analysis failed to 
show any significant differences. 
2x3 ANOVA's were also conducted on Factor Six for 
coaparing Group (OK, Non OK) to Ed Level (High School and 
Below, Some College to Bachelors, Masters and Above) and 
also for Group (OK, Non OM) to Town Size (10,000 or less, 
10,001-20,000, and 20,001+). The results are shown in 
Tables 70, 71 and 72, Appendix D for Education Level and 
Table 73, Appendix D for Town Size in Appendix D. Neither 
analysis yielded any significant differences for Factor Six. 
CHAPTER V 
DISCUSSION 
The lack of respondents for the Non winning OM groups, 
even though several atteapts were aade to get data fro• this 
group, could point to a problea of the Od~sse~ ot the lind 
prograa. The questionnaires were distributed shortly after 
state coapetition. The lack of responses aa~ correlate 
with a bad feeling toward the prograa itself. Coapetition 
bas been docuaented as a negative when dealing with 
creativity. Perhaps, the parents saw the decrease in the 
self-esteea of their children when the child's teaa did not 
win and allowed the loss to overshadowed the fact that their 
children bad been successful because they tackled the 
problea and solved it. Few parents feel good when their 
child doesn't win "if" winning is the aain obJective. This 
point deserves further investigation. 
The second interesting fact was the lack of responses 
froa the aale population--13 total. Upon further 
investigation, all aales responding were educators aostl~ in 
higher education or adalnistration. Fro• general 
observation of the prograa itself, in Oklahoaa, the prograa 
coaches and even the executive board of directors ls aade up 
of •ostly woaen. There is a need for aore aales to becoae 
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actively involved with participation in and proaotion of the 
program. Education, itself, could use a greater percentage 
of •ales in the ele•entary and aiddle schools. 
Factor One--Desirability and/or Value 
of Creativity 
On Factor One, desirability and value of creativity, 
the significance of the Non OM group's scores rising with 
age and the OM group's scores decreasing could cause one to 
draw the conclusion that OM has a negative effect on valuing 
creativity. Possibly a •ore accurate conclusion would be 
that those who are actively involved with the creative 
process and creative children become less enthusiastic and 
energetic as they age due to the intenseness of both the 
program and children. The energy required is enor•ous. 
"Burn-Out" could be associated with those who coach OM 
teams. The intenseness of the activity would seem to 
require at least a sabbatical after a few years of coaching. 
These results seem to indicate that this is why older people 
who have been involved versus those who have not experienced 
the intenseness showed less value. 
Self-esteem and feeling good about creativity could 
have interacted here as the questionnaires were distributed 
shortly after and during the state coapetition when the 
e•otions attributed to competition were at their highest. 
It the co•petitlon were down played and the experience was 
the •ain focus, this difference •ay have been less 
noticeable. 
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It would be interesting to know if in the OM Non winning 
group, this was the child's first OM experience and possibly 
their first school experience which allowed the student to 
experience creativity to this extre•e. If studied over a 
period of tiae, one aight find that the coapetition factor's 
effect would decrease with each year of participation or the 
child would no longer participate. Likewise, parents and 
teachers would have a aore positive feeling about creativity 
or they would discourage their child/students froa 
participating. 
Another interesting conclusion can be drawn fro• the 
data pertaining to the relationship of the adult respondent 
to the child. In the OM group, the Teacher Only category 
showed a significantly higher aean score than the Both (or 
teacher and parent) category. This result seemed confusing 
until the fact that the respondent in Both deals with the 
child, probably a creative child, on a 24 hour/day basis was 
considered. This type of child is generally very active, 
questioning, a risk-taker, etc. They are considered by 
aany, harder to handle. One parent once told me life would 
be easier if her child were less creative. The behaviors 
associated with creativity might be difficult for a Both to 
handle on a 24 hour/day basis unless they themselves were 
highly creative or had had creativity training which 
helped thea understand the child's actions better. 
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Educational Levels played a part in the analysis. 
The highest Education Level found creativity less desirable 
and of less value. Education and educators focus on one 
right answer. This result would seea to iaply that the more 
education one receives, the less creative one becoaes. The 
fact aight actually be that contoraity has finally won over 
risk taking. This factor dealt with valuing creativity, 
ideas, sense of humor, independence, and an ataosphere 
conducive to creativity. As one progresses through the 
educational systems, the valuing of creativity can create 
aore problems for the individual than they can benefit the 
individual. If the student is punished consistently for 
such behaviors, the student will soon learn not to display 
the behavior and feel guilty if the behavior inadvertently 
appears. The same is true of the higher education system. 
One must conform to the expectations of the professor. 
Deviating from the norm is not normally encouraged. 
When Town Size was considered, the largest town size 
group showed the lowest means. This finding agrees with the 
Oklahoma OM membership count. The aaJor large cities in 
Oklahoma do not participate. When paired with OM, the 
lowest means were in the Non OM Town Size 20,001 & Larger. 
The parents and teachers of the OM group scored higher in 
all but the Town Size 10,000 or less. This could explain 
the low enrollaent of this Town Size in the OM program in 
Oklahoma. Smaller towns tend to have a aore conservative 
atmosphere and are less likely to value aany of the 
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characteristics commonly associated with creativity whether 
in a child or in an adult. 
Factor Two--Desirability of the 
Creative Environment 
Factor Two deals with the cliaate provided by the 
school or caretaker which either promotes or avoids creative 
endeavors. Here the parents and teachers of the OM winners 
felt that the climate and appreciation for creativity was 
provided by the school and caretaker. When compared against 
the parents and teachers of Non Winning OM participants, the 
OM Winners parents and teachers showed significantly higher 
mean scores than the parents and teachers of the Non Winning 
Teams. 
The self esteem factor could play a aajor part in this 
finding. The questionnaires, as previously stated, were 
distributed at the state competition. The winning teams had 
been presented trophies and medals at the awards ceremony. 
They returned home to cheering parents, peers, and faculty. 
They received attention fro• newspapers, television 
stations, and businesses. The Non Winning teaas received no 
awards, no praise, no articles, and no attention. Both 
groups worked aany months to achieve a solution. One team 
received the honor. The other teams received a certificate 
of participation. This interpretation is further verified 
by the fact that the Non OK group's aean scores were 
significantly higher than the Non Winning groups. This can 
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aean only one thing, aore attention needs to be paid to the 
negative effect the winning/losing has on the self estee• of 
the teams, the parents of the tea• •eabers, and the teachers 
of the tea• •eabers. Coaches and parents •ust be trained to 
e•phasize that winning is not the desired outcoae --the 
creative solution is. 
A Ranatra Fusca award is given for high creativity. 
The governing board of Odyssey of the Mind has •ade the 
suggestion that •ore attention be given to this award at the 
ceremonies so it can once again take its rightful place as 
the •ost coveted award in the Odyssey of the Kind Program. 
When age and group were considered, the parents and 
teachers of the winning OM group in both age categories had 
the highest scores. When age was considered independently, 
the aeans increased with age. When group was considered 
independently, the parents and teachers of the OM group had 
the highest scores and the parents and teachers of the Non 
winning OM group had the lowest scores. This agrees with 
the interaction described previously. 
The Teacher Only group bad a much more realistic 
attitude about the school's dedication to providing a 
creative atmosphere than did the Parent Only group or those 
who were Both Parent and Teachers. Teachers who are 
involved with the OM program, especially as a coach or 
contact person, would necessarily need to be •ore realistic 
or they could become very discouraged by the lack of 
enthusiasm and support shown by the faculty and 
ad•inistration. 
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Interestingly enough, the parents of the OK groups felt 
the •ost positive about how society views an environ•ent 
that pro•otes creativity and felt that the school provided 
that environ•ent and encouraged creative endeavors. 
Although aany schools allow children to participate in the 
progra•, the coaches are the ones who really support 
creativity and creative endeavors. Other adults usually 
"put up with" the program and the behaviors. The coaches 
are to be commended for the positive attitude they are able 
to proJect to the parents of the students involved. A 
recent comment by the board of education of an Oklahoma 
school district that regularly sends teams to World OM 
competition, discouraged participation for the elementary 
level schools. They insisted that if the elementary schools 
participated, they would do so without school support. 
When Town Size was considered, both the largest and the 
smallest Town Sizes felt a creative environment was not 
provided or regarded as something of value. The most 
positive responses came for the Town Size 2 group (10,001 to 
20,000). The records of Oklahoma Odyssey of the Mind 
indicate that the •aJority of the aemberships do come fro• 
the town size 2 group. Few small or large schools beco•e 
involved in Odyssey of the Kind. S•all schools cite too few 
students as a reason for not participating. The smaller 
schools also have a much more controlled and structured 
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attitude. Everyone knows everyone else. If you are bad 
(possibly creative), your fa•ily, peers, and teachers know 
i••ediately. The largest school systems fear they will have 
•ore discipline proble•s. If •ore research were done on 
their part, they •ay find this would help reduce instances 
of poor behavior because it allows the creative individual a 
constructive rather than destructive avenue in which to vent 
the creativity. 
Town size was a factor in the Non OK group. Those from 
the largest towns felt that the school and parents provided 
an environment conducive to creativity. 
smallest towns felt this was not true. 
Those from the 
This finding, 
logically, is inherent to town size. The largest schools 
and towns with many people would have least control of their 
population while the small towns would have the most control 
and thus be more conforming. 
The OM groups had a significantly more positive 
attitude than the Non OM groups in all but the OM small 
town vs. the Non OM largest town. Again the town size 
played a more notable role than did the OM program 1n the 
findings in this particular case. 
Education Level Masters and Above had a aore realistic 
view of what type of environaent is provided tor the 
creative child. The higher the education level, the higher 
the •ean score. 
Factor Three--Acceptance of Behaviors 
Considered Non Contor•ing 
by Society 
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Factor Three dealt with socially unacceptable behaviors 
sometimes associated with the creative child. OM played a 
significant part in the results on this factor. Parents and 
teachers of OM participants, both winners and non winners, 
felt it was acceptable to question authority at times, to 
take something apart in class to see bow it works, and to 
take risks with proJects. The Non OM groups bad a negative 
feeling about the above. This would indicate that parents 
and teachers who have worked with their students and 
children in OM realize these are positive rather than 
negative traits and should be encouraged. 
Age played a role, however less than OM or Non OM, in 
that the under 40 age group consistently had a higher mean 
in both groups. This seems consistent with society in 
general. We expect what was expected of us. The 40 & Over 
group grew up in a more structured, less permissive society. 
With the sixties ca•e more room for experi•entation of all 
types. The Under 40 group was raised by a group of 
adult individuals who were not as pressured to conform. 
Teachers Only scored higher than the Parent Only 
or Both, parents who are also teachers, groups. Teachers 
seem to have the best understanding of what is acceptable. 
Some know what is acceptable but have trouble allowing the 
behaviors in their classrooms. Chaos is feared. Students 
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a1ght ask questions that th~ t~ach~r cannot answer. The 
parents and teachers of the participants in OM valued the 
non conforaing personality aore than the parents and 
teachers of the Non OM group. This would indicate OK does 
play a part in society's perceptions of the acceptability 
and/or desirability of creativity. Parents and Teachers of 
OM participants scored consistently higher. 
It is interesting to note that the lowest mean scores 
came from the Non OM participants with only a High School 
diploma or less. We might wonder if these parents dropped 
out of school because they were not allowed to take apart, 
question, and experi•ent. The OK group with this same 
education level was the lowest of the OK group. Their 
children might be involved because the parents wished they 
bad been allowed to participate in this type of program when 
they were young. 
When education was considered independently, the 
Masters & Above Education Level attained the lowest scores. 
This probably reflects the respondents (administrators and 
professors in many cases) feel the students should conform 
in order to succeed. The Some College to Bachelor Education 
Level, realistically, feel conforming is not necessary. 
OK, when paired with town size, seemed to play the maJor 
part in the differences observed. The OK group, regardless 
of town size, scored higher means than the Non OK groups in 
all town sizes. OM rather than town size seemed to be the 
maJor factor in this difference. As in earlier factors, the 
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•id sized town (which is the size that encompasses the 
aaJority of OM aemberships in Oklahoma) when paired with OM 
was the •ost favorable to allowing the behaviors. When 
Town Size alone was considered, the aid-size town scored 
lowest. This confirms OM's role. When group was considered 
independently, the parents and teachers of the OM 
participants had a significantly higher •ean than the 
parents and teachers of the Non OM group. 
Factor Four--Acceptance of Creativity 
by Schools 
Factor Four looks at schools as anti-creative and 
society pro-creative. The questions within this factor are 
associated with the school encouraging humor, open 
atmosphere, and creativity in general. The •ean scores for 
the parents and teachers of the OM participants showed the 
participants viewed the school as being anti-creative. The 
means of the parents and teachers of the Non OM group showed 
a similar pattern but not quite as negative. The Non OM 
group was almost neutral as a whole. 
When using age with the groups, no differences were 
found within the parents and teachers of the OM group. The 
parents and teachers of the Non OM group, showed a 
significant difference between the Under 40 group and the 40 
& Over group. The younger group viewed the school as anti-
creative. This may be due to the fact that they have 
experienced school more recently than the older group either 
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through children or themselves attending classes. This did 
not hold true when age was considered alone. Here the 40 & 
Over group had a lower aean showing they felt schools were 
anti-creative. 
When using education as a variable for this factor, no 
significant differences were found when Parent Type, 
Education Level, or Town Size were considered. 
Factor Five--Desirability/Value 
of the Creative Process 
Factor Five dealt with the desirability or value of the 
creative process itself. The results were interesting. The 
parents and teachers of the participants in the OK group in 
both ages had a mean of 26 of a possible 30. This was a 
highly positive score. They did not, however, have th~ 
highest scores. The parents and teachers of the Non winning 
OM group bad a higher score in age Under 40. This same 
group's scores dropped to the lowest at age 40 & Over. 
These results could indicate a more conservative and aore 
conforming older group. It could also be a factor in the 
success of the children with which these parents and 
teachers worked. If the 40 & Over group felt no debate or 
mistakes should occur, the creative experience of OK might 
suffer. 
The parents and teachers of the Non OM group's aeans were 
in reverse. The youngest group's scores were lowest and for 
the age group over forty, the highest. This might reflect 
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an ataosphere in the schools and homes which is •uch more 
conservative. The older group, upon reflection, aight 
understand that children should be allowed to aake mistakes 
without fear of punishment, should be allowed to be 
creative, and should be given some options. 
When the groups were divided into OK and Non OK, they 
look like exact opposites. The scores of the parents and 
teachers of the Non OK group rose with age. One •ight 
assume that the adults have passed through the strict 
disciplinarian type of system and realized they would have 
gained more from a different form of system. 
The scores of the parents and teachers of the 
participants in the OM group declined with age. The older 
group, even though associated with OK and creativity 
training, might still hold more to the old school of it must 
be perfect and my wa~. It ma~ also reflect a desire of the 
older members who have worked with highly creative children 
and have allowed an atmosphere conducive to creativity to 
want or at least wish for less debate, fewer experiment, and 
fewer trials. 
When Parent Type and Group were paired for Factor Five, 
the OM group Teacher Onl~ category had the highest means. 
The parents and teachers of the OM group had significantly 
higher means in all but the Parent Only Type. Teachers Only 
in the Non OM group had the lowest scores. This point is 
interesting as one could assume either the more conservative 
teachers are hired because of their conservative philosophy 
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or that they have confora~d to the ~xp~ctations of th~tr 
work environ•ent. These observations are made because the 
study seems to indicate that the more conservative 
populations and schools will choose not to participate in 
OM. Teachers in the OM group, however, show a •ore positive 
view. 
When education and group were paired for Factor Five, OM 
again proved to influence the valuing of the creativ~ 
process, especially within the education level (Some college 
to Bachelors). The OM group in this education level scored 
significantly higher. An observation •ust be made at this 
time in regards to the number of respondents. In the OM 
group, the number of respondents increased with each level 
of education. In the Non OM group, the reverse happened. 
This seems to indicate that when OM is available but the 
respondents do not participate, the main factor might be a 
more conservative and less educated respondent. 
No relationships or differences were found for factor 
five when town size and group were compared. 
Factor Six--Attitude Toward Personality 
Traits Commonly Associated with 
Creativity Which Give a 
Negative View of 
Creativity 
Factor six dealt with attitudes toward personality traits 
associated with creativity which are negative. These traits 
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include overly active, trouble-aakers, and 1•aaturtty. 
When age was paired with group on this factor, it is 
noted that whether grouping was OM, Non winning OM, or Non 
OM or the grouping was OM and Non OM, the results were the 
same. The greatest difference was found in the 40 & Over 
group with the parents and teachers of the Non OM group 
scoring significantly higher than the parents and teachers 
of the OM group. Again, this seems to reflect a negative 
reaction by those involved with OM. Some reflection on what 
a parent/teacher encounters with these students might help 
explain this finding. 
The children, when working on an OM problem, are highly 
active and high spirited. They frequently seem to explode 
with enthusiasm. Because of their creativity, they think of 
unusual things to do in their time while they are thinking 
of a solution such as take the thermostat apart to get the 
mercury or grow things on rotted food left over from a 
previous practice in a locker. They check it weekly, of 
course, to see bow much mold the food bas grown. This food 
also is given a name. They crush a spray can to get the 
ball from the bottom and all end up with green spray paint 
in their faces. Sometimes during the incubation period or 
when their ideas seem challenged by the group, they may seem 
immature. For the 40 & Over coach who has had these 
children and these actions and reactions for over six 
months, the time usually required to complete a long term 
solution, the exhaustion be/she feels might make them more 
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critical. Here again the reader •ust be reminded that the 
questionnaires were given out shortly after state 
competition. Many coaches say they will never coach again 
until they have bad a few •ontbs rest. When the children 
come to them in September with the question, "When do we 
start OM?", the frustration and exhaustion gives way to 
enthusiasm. Some research needs to be done where ti•e is 
the •ain thing being studied. It would be interesting to 
see if views about creativity change with the amount of time 
spent on the problem and the closeness in tiae to the 
contest. 
Another point not previously aade is the frustration felt 
by the adult who knows an appropriate solution and is not 
able to share it. OM does not allow outside assistance even 
by the coach. They watch while cloth is mangled because the 
children are attempting to make a costume. They see sets 
fall over until at last the students find a way to make them 
stand up. They watch as everything is put together with hot 
glue and tape. They watch the children learn by their 
failures. This, watching them have to do it again and 
again, is the hardest for the adult. They want to do it for 
them. When they can not, the frustration builds and the 
patience dwindles. A note might be made here that the 
children usually end up with a solution superior and 
much more creative than the one the adult was thinking of 
originally. 
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No differences were found in the groups by Town Size, 
Education Level, or Parent Type for this factor. 
This study has shown evidence that OM does effect 
perception differences on the desirability/acceptability of 
' creativity both in a positive and negative aanner. The 
negative influence seemed to be mainly in the perceptions of 
the parents and teachers of the Non winning OM group. 
Perhaps the Non winning OM group's perceptions could be 
assumed to be lower due to the competitive aspect rather 
than the program itself. The perceptions of the parents and 
teachers of the OM group, quite possibly were higher due to 
the same competitive aspect. These adults, instead of 
seeing their child/student suffer a defeat, bad seen their 
child/student win a victory. 
The parents and teacher of the Non OM group, not havlng 
the competition itself as a variable, scored in a more 
conservative manner. It seems consistent that a more 
conservative person, when given the opportunity to do the OK 
proJects, would choose not to participate. The education 
level of this group was also lower, showing a more 
conservative personality. 
Suggestions for Further Study 
More study needs to be done on the effect of competition 
itself. This study was done after a state competition. It 
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would be wise to do the study at a different time period 
such as two aonths prior to the competition, or Just after 
the children have started working on the problems. 
Further study also needs to be done to deter•ine if sex 
plays a role in perceptions. This was not available since 
only 13 aales responded. The High School OM teams are •ade 
up priaarily of boys. It seems consistent that the male 
population would have a higher •ean average. This deserves 
further study. A study of why females tend to drop from 
the OM program in the Junior High and Senior High Level is 
also needed. This could deal with peer pressure to conform 
or society's perception that females should not be creative. 
This factor also deserves further study. 
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FOUND IN HIGHLY CREATIVE 
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EIGHTY-FOUR CHARACTERISTICS FOUND 
IN HIGHLY CREATIVE 
Accepts Disorder 
Strong Affection 
Awareness of Others 
Attracted to Disorder 
Atte•pts Difficult Jobs 
Constructive in Criticism 
Deep, Conscientious 
Convictions 
Defies Conventions of 
Health 
Deter•1nat1on 
Co•ptled by Torrance (1976) 
Adventurous 
Altruistic 
Always Baffled by 
So•ething 
Attracted to Mysterious 
Bashful Outwardly 
Courageous 
Defies Conventions of 
Courtesy 
Desires to Excel 
Differentiated Value-
Hierarchy 







Feels Whole Parade 
Is out of Step 
Appears Haughty and 
Self Satisfied at Times 
Independence in Thinking 
Doesn't Fear Being 
Different 
Full of Curiosity 
Likes Solitude 
Independence in Judg•ent 
Intuit 1veo 
Introversive 
Lacks Business Ability 
Never Bored 
Not Hostile or Negative 
Odditites of Habits 
Becoaes Preoccupied 
with a Proble• 
Questioning 
Receptive to External 
St 1•ul1 
Regresses Occasionally 
ReJection of Repression 
Reserved 
Se 1 f -Ass,er t i ve 
Self-Sufficient 
Sense of Huaor 
Shuns Power 
Not Interested in 
Saall Details 










Preference for Co•plex 
Ideas 









Sense of Destiny 
Sensitive to Beauty 
Sincere 
Speculative 














Unwilling to Accept 
Anything on llere 
Say-So 
Willing to Take Risks 







1. Intense absorption in listening, observing or doing: 
"But I didn't hear you call ae for dinner." 
2. Intense animation and physical involve•ent: "But I 
can't sit still--I'• thinking." 
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3. Use of analogies in speech: "I feel like a caterpillar 
waiting to beco•e a butterfly." 
4. Tendency to challenge ideas of authority: "Why do I 
have to go to school until I'• sixteen?" 
S. Habit of checking •any sources: "Ko•, I looked at 
all the books and watched a TV special and asked ay 
teacher, and I still cannot figure out where God 
lives." 
6. Taking a close 'look at things: "Hey this centipede 
only bas ninety-nine legs." 
1. Eagerness to tell others about discoveries: "Guess 
what! Guess what! Guess what!" 
8. Continuing in creative activities after scheduled tiae 
for quitting: "I did ay art work right through recess!" 
9. Showing relationships a•ong apparently unrelated ideas: 
"Hey, Koa, your new bat looks Just like a flying saucer!" 
10. Following through an idea: "Toaorrow I'• going to dig 
' 
for gold in our backyard." 
11. Various aanifestations of curiosity and wanting to know: 
"I Just wanted to know what the yard looked like fro• 
the top of the root. 
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12. Spontaneous use of dlsooverr or experimental approval• 
"I thought flour and water would •ake bread, but all I 
got was white goo." 
13. Excite•ent in voice about discoveries: "Flour and 
water •ake paste." 
14. Habit of guessing and testing outco•es: "I put 
detergent in the birdbath, but no birds ca•e to 
clean up. May I try bubble bath today?" 
15. Honesty and intense search for truth: "Mo•, I hope 
this won't upset you, but I don't think there is a 
tooth fairy." 
18. Independent action: "There are no good books on racing 
cars, Dad. I a• going to write my own." 
17. Boldness of new ideas: "But I think that children 
should be allowed to vote." 
18. Low distractibility: "I cannot co•e out to play. I'• 
waiting for ay che•icals to dissolve." 
19. Manipulation of ideas and obJects to obtain a new 
combination: "I'• going to take this string and this 
pencil and aake a co•pass." 
20. Penetrating observations and questions: "'When the snow 
•elts, where does the white go?" 
21. Tendency to seek alternative and explore new 
possibilities: "This old shoe would aake a great 
flowerpot." 
22. Self-initiated learning: "Yesterday I went to the 
library and checked out all the books on dinosaurs." 
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23. Willingness to consider or toy with new ideas: "What 
if dogs were •asters and people were pets?" 
APPENDIX C 










1 Parents should accept creative acts as long 
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as they are not destructive. SD D N A SA 
2 Children should be allowed to be 
creative in the public school,. SD D N A SA 
3 Parents should not pressure a child to contora. SD D N A SA 
4 Creative children should be allowed to aake 
aistakes without bein1 punished for thea. 
<Exaaple--A failed experiaent> SD D N A SA 
5 Children should be allowed to debate with 
adults over the validity of a creative idea SD D N A SA 
6. Creative children should have direct input 
into their learning experiences. SD D N A SA 
7 Children should be allowed to question the 
validity of school rules. SD D N A SA 
8 Generally, people feel that children should 
be creative. SD D N A SA 
9. Children should always do what the teacher 
tells thea to do SO 0 N A SA 
10 A creative product should always be usetul if 
it is a classrooa activity. SD D N A SA 
11. A creative product should be technically correct 
it It Is a classrooa proJect (Spellinc, 
punctuation, etc.) SO 0 N A SA 
12 Children should be able to concentrate their 
attention on classwork. SO 0 N A SA 
QUESTIONNAIRE 
CONTINUED 
13. A creative proJect aust work it it is turned 
in tor a classrooa activity SD D N A SA 
14. Children should not ask too aany questions 
unless they are directly related to the aaterial 
belnc studied. SD D N A SA 
15 Most parents would like to have their children 
trained In school to Increase their creativity. SD D N A SA 
18. Most parents would like to have schools provide 
an open ataospbere tbat proaotes creativity. SD D N A SA 
17. Schools view creativity Jn children as desirable. SD D N A SA 
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18. Schools show appreciation tor creative products. SD D N A SA 
19. Schools should discourace dependence on bl&hly 
structured aaterlals, (ezaaple--workbooks, 
colorinc sheets) when creativity is desired. SD D N A SA 
20. Schools value a keen sense of huaor In a child. SD D N A SA 
21. Most parents provide a creative envlronaent to 
enhance their children's creativity. SD D N A SA 
22. Children should not try to doainate classrooa 
activities. SD D N A SA 
23. Creative children are trouble-aakers SD D N A SA 
24. Creative children are overly active. SD D N A SA 
25. Mistakes should be treated as learninc 
experiences rather than aa an occasion 
tor punlshaent. SD D N A SA 
26 Children should accept school rules without 
question. SD D N A SA 
21. It Is unacceptable for children to "fool around" 
in class. <Exaaple--taklnc soaethtnc apart 
Just to see how it works) without the teacher's 
peraission. SD D N A SA 
28. Creative children act laaature. SD D N A SA 
29 I would like •Y children/students to be •ore 
creative. SD D N A SA 
QUESTIONNAIRE 
CONTINUED 
30. I would like to know aore about creativity so 
I could work with ay children/students in 
this area. 
31 I would like ay children/students to be aore 
independent 
32 I value •Y child's/student's sense of huaor. 
33 I appreciate ay child's/student's creative 
products 
34. I view creativity in ay child/student as 
desirable 
35. I would like to work in an open ataosphere 
that proaotes creativity. 
36 I value ay student's/chlldren's ideas. 
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SD D N A SA 
SD D N A SA 
SD D N A SA 
SD D N A SA 
SD D N A SA 
SD D N A SA 
SD D N A SA 
Below is a list of ten stateaents which describe bow people aight 
see tbeaselves For each itea circle the nuaber which aost 
clearly describes the way you feel about yourself. Please read 
carefully and think before you aake your choice Note that the 
direction of the scale is not the saae for all iteas. To help 
indicate direction, ~is underlined for each question 
37 In a group situation, I aa the one who 
provides a great aany ideas Qll.IJl. 1 2 3 4 S Seldoa 
38 When I need to, I find uncoaaon uses 
for everyday obJects. Qll.IJl. 1 2 3 4 S Seldoa 
39. When the first solution to a problea 
falls, I aa able to coae up with 
other solutions. Seldoa 1 2 3 4 5 Qll.IJl. 
40. I coae up with new ways to sol Ye 
everyday probleas. Qll.IJl. 1 2 3 4 5 Seldoa 
41. Ky friends consider ae to be a 
creative person. Seldoa 1 2 3 4 5 Qllll 
42 lly solutions or products are 







Even when Ideas are very different 
fro• each other, I can find 
relationships between the•. 2LUJl. 
When in a croup discussion, I sunest 
unusual ideas. Seldo• 
I have •ore Ideas than •ost of •Y 
tr lends. 2ll.I.D. 
My thlnkinc Is very creative. Seldo• 
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1 2 3 4 5 Seldo• 
1 2 3 4 5 Qllr.o. 
1 2 3 4 5 Seldoa 
1 2 3 4 5 2llu. 
The followinc will be used in aaklnc co•parisons of different croup's 
feel1ncs toward creativity. Please place a check in the appropriate 
blank 
47. Co••unity size. 
(In which your children 
co to school or in which 
you teach) 
___ o-5,ooo 
__ 5, 001-10,000 
_____ 10,001-15,000 
__ 15, 001-20,000 
__ 20, 001-25.000 
over 25001 
48. Are you fa•lliar with Odyssey of the Mind (for•erly Oly•plcs 
of the Kind)• _____ Yes __ No 
49. Have you ever been involved in Odyssey of the Kind• 
_____ No--If no, please co to question 51. 






_____ Other--If other please explain on tbe line below 
SO. Are you currently Involved with Odyssey of the Mind. 
' Yes 
No--If no, bow lone bas It been since you were Involved• 








52 I aa· _ Male Feaale 
53. Educational Level 
(Please check bicbest level 
achieved.) 
Below Htcb School 
Hi cb School 
Diploaa 
Soae Collece 
_____ Bachelor's Decree 
_____ Master's Decree 
_____ Doctoral Decree 
54. Are you a . _____ Parent only <It so, pleaae skip to nuaber 58.) 
_____ Teacher only. (Please indicate nuaber of years 
ot teacbinc experience below.) 
Both parent and teacher. <Please 






over 20 years 
55 Please check those that best describes you 
56 
Contact person but not a,coach tor an Odyssey of the Mind 
teaa. 
Not a contact person or coach but ay teachln& assicnaent 
is priaarily citted and talented. 
Not a coach or contact person and ay teacbinc asstcnaent 
ia priaarily recular classrooa. 
Coach tor Odyssey of the Mind teaa and ay teachtnc 
assicnaent is priaarily cttted and talented. 
_____ Coach tor Odys,sey of the Mind teaa and ay teachin& 
asslcnaent is priaarily recular classrooa. 
_____ Judce for Odyssey of the Mind coapetition. 
_____ Other--Please eaplain 
Have you bad any creativity traininc• Yes No 
57. Do you use creat iVltJ tralnln& In your classrooa• _ Yes 
No 
58. Please check the one that best describes you. 
_____ Never coached an Odyssey of the Mind t~ but I 
bave bad a child/student who bas participated 




59 If you have had a child/student participate on an Odyssey of 
the Mind tea• or you have coached an Odyssey of the Mind 
tea a: 
Old the teaa work after school~ _____ Yes _____ No 
Old you observe a teaa aeetlns on at least two occaslons 9 
_____ Yes ___ No 
Have you attended an Odyssey ot the Mind co•petition 9 
Yes No 
Have you been trained as an 0111 coach~ _Yes No 
It yes, were you trained. 
-----at a state trainln& session 
-------- by your contact person 
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IF YOU WOULD LIKE A SUIIIIIIARY OF THIS RESEARCH, PLEAS£ INCLUDE YOUR NAME 
AND ADDRESS. 
Naae ______________________________________ _ 
Address ______________________________________ __ 
IF YOU WOULD LIKE FURTHER INFORMATION ON OKLAHOMA ODYSSEY OF THE MIND, 
I WOULD BE HAPPY TO MAIL IT TO YOU. 
I would like further lnfor•ation. (Please place na•e and 
address below 
I would not like further inforaatlon. 
Na•e _____________________________________ _ 
Address ___________________________________ _ 
Thank you tor spendlns a little of your ti•e filllns out this 
questionnaire. I appreciate 1t and aa hopeful I will saln valuable 
lntoraation we as parents and teachers can use. 
Sincerely, 
Rutble Christy 
10738 N 168th East Ave 
Owasso, Oklahoaa 74055 
LETTER TO COACH OF 
WINNING TEAM 
Dear Coach 
Congratulations' The University of Maryland awaits 
your arrival I aa sure you will represent our great state 
ot Oklahoaa well I hope to see you there I have been 
invited by nationals to Judge 
I know your teaa bas a aillion things to do in preparation 
for the world finals. My list never seeas to end. I would ask 
that you add this one favor to your list for ae. Will you flll 
out the enclosed questionnaire and give two copies to your teaa 
aeabers for their parents to fill out You will not need to 
explain the questionnaires to the parents A cover letter 
explaining the study is included Have the tea• •e•bers 
brine the questionnaires back to you when they have been 
coapleted. You can then Just shove thea in the enclosed envelope 
and put thea in the aail before you leave for Maryland. Why 
before• You'll need a aontb to recover after coapetltion and I'• 
hoplnr to have the results of this study by July. 
Why aa I askinc these questions• As a teacher of tbe 
gifted, an Odyssey of tbe lind coach, contact person, 
executive board aeaber, and parent of a student participant, 
I aa interested in seelnr lf participation in OM bas any 
positive effect on society's views of tbe personality traits 
associated with creativity This aight be of Interest to 
you also This is the topic of ay Master's Thesis at 
Oklahoaa State University. 
Acain, congratulations and thanks for carrying Just one 
•ore responsibility around on your shoulders. 
GO OKLAHOMA OM TEAMS--TAKE WORLD 
Research Approval 
Dr K. S Bull 
Associate Professor 
Oklaho•a State University 
& 
OK-01 Past President 
Sincerely, 
Rutble Christy 
OK-01 Executive Board 
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LETTER TO COACH OF 
PARTICIPATING TEAK 
Dear OM Coach 
Will you do •e a lavor 9 Would you fill out the 
enclosed quest1onnaire 9 Would you also cive each of your 
tea• •e•bers a set so their parents can fill one out also 9 
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The questions require only a circle or check for an answer and 
will only take a few •inutes of your and their busy schedule. 
Why •• I askinc these questions• As a teacher of the 
Cifted, an Odyssey of the Mind coach, contact person, 
executive board •e•ber, and parent of a student participant, 
I a• interested in seeinc if participation in 01 bas any 
effect on society's perceptions of the personality traits 
associated with the creative student This is the topic 
for •Y Master's Thesis at Oklaho•a State University. 
Your response is i•portant to •e Please encourace 
your tea• •e•bers to bave their parents co•plete the 
questionnaires and return the• to you. You can then Just 
put the• in the enclosed envelope and drop the• in the •ail 
Please ask the tea• •e•bers to return the• to you as soon as 
possible, since I hope to have the study co•pleted by late 
June 
Research Approval 
Dr. K S. Bull 
Associate Professor 
Oklaho•a State University 
& 
OK-OM Past President 
Sincerely, 
Rutble Christy 
OK-01 Executive Board 
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LETTER TO COACH OF PREVIOUS 
YEAR--WINNING TEAM 
Dear 0~ Coach 
Will you do ae a favor 9 Will you fill out a questionnaire 
and send copies hoae witb your last year's OM teaa aeabers, or as 
aany of tbea as you can still find. I aa askln& for tbis favor 
because I a• dolnc a study that requires I obtain inforaation 
fro• tea•s and coaches wbo have won on the state level for at 
least one of tbe last two years Because I know OM coaches are 
full of enercy and extre•ely helpful, I a• sure you will let ae 
iapose on you After the questionnaires have been coapleted, 1 
have requested that the parents send thea back to you If you 
will Just stick thea in tbe aail tn the enclosed envelope, I will 
appreciate it 
Why aa I askinc these questions? As a teacher of the 
cttted, an Odyssey of tbe ~tnd coach, contact person, 
executive board aeaber, and parent of a student participant, 
I aa interested ln seelnc If participation tn OM bas any 
effect on society's perception of the personality traits 
often associated with creativity. This ts the topic of ay 
Master's Thesis at Oklaboaa State University. 
I know bow valuable your tlae ls so I'• tbankinc you in 
advance for your help I would like tbe questionnaires back 
as soon as possible. I would like to have the study 
coapleted by late June. 
Research Approval 
Dr. K S. Bull 
Associate Professor 
Oklaboaa State University 
& 
OK-01 Past President 
Sincerely, 
Rutble Christy 
OK-01 Executive Board 
LETTER TO COACH OF PREVIOUS 
YEAR--PARTICIPATING TEAM 
Dear Coach• 
Will you do •e a favor~ Will you fill out a questionnaire 
and send copies ho•e with your teaa •eabers. I a• askinc for 
this favor because I a• doinc a study tbat requires I obtain 
infor•ation fro• parents and coaches of tea•s who have 
participated in 01 proble• solvlnc coapetition. I know 01 
coaches are full of enercy and extre•ely helpful, so I a• sure 
you will let •e i•pose on your precious tiae. After tbe 
questionnaires have been co•pleted, I bave requested tbat tbe 
parents send thea back to you. If you will Just stick tbe• in 
the •all in the enclosed envelope, I will appreciate lt. 
Wby a• I askinc tbese questions~ As a teacher of the 
gifted, an Odyssey of the Mind coacb, contact person, executive 
board •e•ber~ and parent of a student participant, I aa 
Interested in seeinc If participation in 01 bas any effect on 
society's perception of tbe personality traits often associated 
with creativity Tbis is the topic of •Y laster's Thesis at 
Oklahoaa State University. 
I know bow valuable your tl•e is so I'• thanktnc you ln 
advance for your help. I would like the questionnaires back as 
soon as possible. I would like to have the study coapleted by 
late June 
Research Approval 
Dr. K S. Bull 
Associate Professor 
Oklahoaa State University 
A 
OK-OM Past President 
Sincerely, 
Ruthie Christy 
OK-OM Executive Board 
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LETTER TO TEACHER 
Dear Teacher 
Will you do •e a favor9 Will you fill out a questionnaire 9 
If your school does not co•pete in OM (for•erly Oly•pics of the 
Kind, now Odyssey of the Mind), I have enclosed a brief overview. 
If your school does not participate, please rive the parent 
questionnaires to your students for thea to take bo•e and have 
their parents co•plete They can return tbe co•pleted 
questionnaires to you and you will Just have to stick thea in tbe 
enclosed envelope and drop the• in the •all 
I realize that the end of the school year is rapidly 
approacbtnc I know all tbe thincs you •ust do before that last 
day I too a• a teacher and realize the aaount of paper work yet 
to be co•pleted 
Why a• I askinc these questions 9 As a teacher of the 
cifted, an Odyssey of the Mind coach, contact person, executive 
board •e•ber for OK-OK, and parent of a student participant, 1 •• 
interested in seein& if participation in OM has any effect on 
society's perception of the personality traits often associated 
with the creative student Tbis is the topic of •Y Kaster's 
Thesis at Oklahoaa State University 
I hope that thls study will help all teachers who have that 
creative child in their classrooa and don't know what to do with 
hl•lher Hopefully, I will find that OK does clve this child an 
outlet for his/her creative enercy--an outlet that is positive 
rather than negative 
know bow valuable your ti•e is so I'll 
advance tor your help. I would appreciate it 
the questionnaires back as soon as possible 
have the study co•pleted by late June. 
thank you in 
if you could send 
I would like to 
Don't worry if you know nothinc about OK-01. Re•e•ber, I'• 
enclosinc a brief sua•ary If you think you aicht be interested, 
Just check the box on the last sheet of the questionnaire. 
Please respond. I need teacher's oplnlons' Who knows children 
better 9 
Research Approval 
Dr K S Bull 
Associate Professor 
Oklabo•a State University 
& 
OK-01 Past President 
Sincerely, 
Rutble Christy 
OK-OK Executive Board 
LETTER TO PARENTS 
Dear Parent(s) 
Will you do ae a favor• Will you fill out the enclosed 
questionnaire• The questions require you to circle tbe 
abbreviation that best describes your opinion of the 
question. This will take a few ainutes of your tlae, but I 
hope the inforaatlon calned will be useful to botb ayself 
and your cblld. I'a encloslnc two questionnaires so eacb 
parent can participate If you are a sincle parent, as I 
aa, Just toss tbe extra in the trash 
Wby aa I askinc these questions• As a teacher of tbe 
gifted, an Odyssey of the Mind coach, contact person, executive 
board aeaber, and parent of an OM participant, I aa interested in 
seetnc if participation in OM bas any effect on society's --
naaely parents and teachers--views of tbe personality traits 
associated with tbe creative student Tbis is tbe topic of ay 
Master's Tbesls at Oklaboaa State University. 
Your response will be extreaely useful If you are not 
faalliar with OM (Odyssey of the Mind), a brief overview bas been 
enclosed I need responses froa parents whose children bave been 
involved in OM and froa those wbo have not been Involved and even 
those wbo have never beard of the procraa. 
As soon as you have filled out the questionnaire, give It 
back to your child's teacher or coach They will return thea to 
•• 
I realize your tiae Is valuable and In short supply so If 
you would take a few ainutes rtcbt now to fill out the 
questionnaire before so•eone bas an eaercency only you can solve, 
I would appreciate It laaensely 
Research Approval 
Dr K S Bull 
Associate Professor 
Oklaboaa State University 
& 








( C Jt y, State z i p code ) 
Dear Sir 
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I aa doinc a study tor ay Master's Thesis at Oklahoaa State 
University. My study deals with society's perception ot the 
personality traits associated with creativity and if 
partlcipattnc in the Odyssey of the Mind creative problea solving 
prograa effects this perception. I know your school does not 
participate and tbat is why I need your belp so desperately. My 
data, to be valid, aust contain schools who do not participate as 
well as those who do participate. Tbe schools aust also be of 
siailar size Your school tits ay needs. 
I aa asklnc that you place the enclosed questionnaires in 
soae of your teacher's aailboxes and ask one teacher to send a 
set boae with each of his/her students tor their parents to till 
out Tbey can return tbe• to their teacher, who can put thea in 
the larce envelope enclosed and drop thea in the •all You could 
enclose the teacher's replies ln the sa•e envelope. I know this 
will take s~•e ttae but I feel this ls a question we as educators 
need answered. Creativity bas been an educational wbuzzw word 
tor years. We need to know wbat works 
I have enclosed a brief description ot Odyssey of tbe Mind 
so you will know a little ot what the procraa is about and what 
kind of student aicbt benefit troa participation in the procra• 
Thank you and your teachers tor your help. It you would 
like aore intor•atlon concernlnc this prograa, or if you would 
like a su••ary of tbe results of ay study, Just check the boxes 
on the last page of the questionnaire. 
Research Approval 
Dr K. S. Bull 
Associate Professor 
Oklaho•a State University 
& 
OK-OM Past President 
Sincerely, 
Rutble Christy 
OK-OM Executive Board 





LIST OF ALL QUESTIONS, THE COEFFICIENT 
ALPHA, THE ITEM NUMBER AND THE ROTATED 
LOADING FOR FACTOR 1 DESIRABILITY 
AND/OR VALUE OF CREATIVITY 
Coefficient Alpha-All Ite•s. .778 



















I value •Y student's/chlldrens 
ideas 
I appreciate ay child's! 
student's creative products 
I would like to know aore 
about creativity so I could 
work with ay children/ 
students in this area 
I value •Y chlld's/students' 
sense of hu•or 
I view creativity in •Y child/ 
student as desirable. 
I would like to work ln an 
open at•ospbere that proaotes 
creativity. 
I would like •Y student/ 









ANOVA AND CELL MEANS FOR AGE 
AND uROUP FOR FACTOR 1 
DESIRABILITY AND/OR 
VALUE OF CREATIVITY 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 





















1 22 756 2 548 
1 20.977 2.349 
1 ' 118.895 13 293 
159 8 929 
so n 
2 711 52 
3 444 49 








PROBABILITIES, GROUPS, AND MEANS 
FOR SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES 
FOR FACTOR 1 AGE AND GROUP 
DESIRABILITY AND/OR VALUE 
OF CREATIVITY 
POST-HOC TUKEY' S HSD 
p Group Age < or > Group Ace 
001 Non OM Over 40 > Non OM 40 and Under 
Mean 32 056 ) 29 409 
001 Non OM Over 40 > OM Over 40 
llean 32 056 > 30 423 
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TABLE 4 
ANOVA AND CELL MEANS FOR GROUP AND AGE 
FOR FACTOR 1 DESIRABILITY AND/OR 
VALUE OF CREATIVITY 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
LABEL SUM-OF-SQUARES DF IIEAN-SQUARE F-RATIO 
AGE 010 1 010 .001 
GROUP 27 144 2 13.542 1.502 
AGE• 
GROUP 118.906 2 158.453 •• 581 
ERROR 1418 287 1ST 9 034 
GROUP MEAN SD n 
1m 
Ace 
Under 40 30 438 2 758 32 
Ace 
40 and Over 29.485 3 828 43 
t!m! w u~~ 1 ~g Wl 
Ace 
Under 40 30 400 2.703 20 
Ace 
40 and Over 28. 887 1.633 6 
t!mi 1m 
Ace 
Under 40 29.409 2. 815 44 
Ace 














PROBABILITIES, GROUPS, AND MEAN 
DIFFERENCES FOR GROUP AND AGE 
FOR FACTOR 1 DESIRABILITY 
AND/OR VALUE OF 
CREATIVITY 
POST-HOC TUKEY'S HSD 
Group Ace < or > Group 
Non 011 40 and Over > Non wtnnlnc 011 
32 056 > 28.667 
Non OM 40 and Over ) Olf 
32 056 > 29 465 
Non Olf 40 and Over ) Non Olf 
32 058 29 409 
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Are 
40 and Over 
40 and Over 
Under 40 
TABLE 8 
ANOVA AND CELL MEANS FOR PARENT TYPE 
AND GROUP FOR FACTOR 1 DESIRABILITY 
AND/OR VALUE OF CREATIVITY 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
LABEL SUM-OF-SQUARES DF MEAN-SQUARE F-RATIO 
PARENT 116.733 2 58 367 6.571 
GROUP 3 966 1 3 966 447 
PARENT :a 
GROUP 65 174 2 32 587 3 669 
ERROR 1394 541 157 8 882 
GROUP MEAN SD n 
Q.l 
Parent Only 30 148 2 641 27 
Teacher Only 30 400 3 397 15 
Both Parent 
and Teacher 29 678 3 272 59 
!iQli Q.l 
Parent On 1 y 31 158 3 071 38 
Teacher Only 30 400 3 397 9 
Both Parent 








ANOVA AND CELL MEANS FOR PARENT TYPE 
FACTOR 1 DESIRABILITY AND/OR 
VALUE OF CREATIVITY 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 








































PROBABILITIES, GROUPS, AND MEAN 
DIFFERENCES FOR FACTOR 1 
PARENT TYPE AND GROUP 
DESIRABILITY AND/OR 
VALUE OF CREATIVITY 
POST-HOC TUKEY'S HSD 
INTERACTION PARENT TYPE AND GROUP 
Group Parent <> Group Parent 
Type Type 
Non OM Parent Only > Non OM Botb Parent 
and Teacber 
31 158 27.800 
Non OM Teacher Only > Non OM Botb Parent 
011 
and Teacher 
30 333 27 800 
Teacher Only > Non 011 Botb Parent 
and Teacher 
30 400 27.600 
PROBABILITIES, GROUPS, AND MEAN 
DIFFERENCES FOR FACTOR 1 
MAIN EFFECT PARENT TYPE 
DESIRABILITY AND/OR 
VALUE OF CREATIVITY 
POST-HOC TUKEY'S HSD 





Parent Only ) Both Parent & Teacher 
30.738 29 25T 
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TABLE 9 
ANOVA AND MEAN CELLS FOR GROUP AND 
EDUCATION LEVEL FOR FACTOR 1 
DESIRABILITY AND/OR VALUE 
OF CREATIVITY 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
LABEL SUM -OF- SQUARES DF MEAN-SQUARE F-RATIO 
GROUP 1T.S2T 1 1T 52T 1.911 
EDLEVEL 81 T28 2 40 884 4 455 
GROUP* 
EDLEVEL 16 29T 2 8 148 0 888 
ERROR 1440 05T 1ST 9 1T2 
GROUP MEAN so n 
Ql 
Ed Level 
HS or below 32 000 2 T39 5 
Ed Level 
So•e Collere 
to Bachelor 30 550 2 891 40 
Ed Level 
Masters and 
Above 29 268 3 171 58 
N2ti Ql 
Ed Level 
HS or below 30.105 2. 424 19 
Ed. Level 
So•e Collere 
to Bachelor 30.851 3. 343 35 
Ed Level 
Masters and 







ANOVA AND MEAN CELLS FOR EDUCATION 
LEVEL FOR FACTOR 1--DESIRABILITY 
AND/OR VALUE OF 
CREATIVITY 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 














2 40 121 4 392 014 
1ST 3.983 
MEAN SD n 
30 500 2. 554 24 
30 600 3 089 TS 





PROBABILITIES, GROUP, MEAN DIFFERENCES 
FOR FACTOR 1 HAIN EFFECT EDUCATION 
LEVEL DESIRABILITY AND/OR VALUE 
OF CREATIVITY 
POST-HOC TUKEY'S HSD 
Education ( 01' > Education 
Level Level 
So•e College Masters & 
to Bachelor > Above 
lleans 30 600 29.141 
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TABLE 12 
ANOVA AND CELL MEANS FOR GROUP AND TOWN SIZE 
FOR FACTOR 1--DESIRABILITY 
AND/OR VALUE OF CREATIVITY 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
LABEL SUM-OF-SQUARES OF MEAN-SQUARE F-RATIO 
TSIZE 93 589 2 46 795 5 153 
GROUP 13 348 1 13 346 1 470 
TSIZE• 
GROUP 56 422 2 28 211 3 tOT 
ERROR 1425 692 157 9 081 
GROUP MEAN SD n 
Ql 
Town Slze 
10,000 or less 29 880 3 022 75 
Town Slze 
10,001-20,000 30 121 2 ST 3 11 
Town Size 
20, 001 c1t Lar cer 29 467 3 982 15 
Mm! Ql 
Town Slze 
10,000 or less 30 714 2 782 35 
Town Slze 
10,001-20,000 30.500 3.220 20 
Town Size 







ANOVA AND CELL MEANS FOR TOWN SIZE 
FOR FACTOR !--DESIRABILITY AND/OR 
VALUE OF CREATIVITY 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
LABEL SUM-OF-SQUARES DF lEAN-SQUARE F-RATIO P 
59 300 TSIZE 
ERROR 1482 678 
GROUP 
Town Size 









2 29 660 3 20 043 
160 9 287 
SD n 
2 981 110 
2 984 31 
3 542 22 
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TABLE 14 
PROBABILITIES, GROUPS, AND MEAN DIFFERENCES FOR 
FACTOR 1 INTERACTION TOWN SIZE AND GROUP 
DESIRABILITY AND/OR VALUE OF 
CREATIVITY 
POST-HOC TUKEY'S HSD 
p Group Town Size < or > Group Town Size 
.006 Non OK 10,000 or less > Non Olf 20,001 A 
Larcer 









Non OK 10,001-20,000 > Non 0111 20,001 A 
Larcer 
30 500 26 571 
OM 10,000 or less ) Non 0111 20,001 A 
Larcer 
30.727 26.571 
0111 20,001 A Laraer ) Non 0111 20,001 A 
Larcer 
29.880 26.511 
PROBABILITIES, GROUPS, AND MEAN DIFFERENCES 
FOR FACTOR 1 KAIN EFFECT TOWN SIZE 
DESIRABILITY AND/OR VALUE OF 
CREATIVITY 
POST-HOC T1JKEY'S HSD 
Town Size < or > Town Size 
10,001-20,000 ) 20,001 & Larcer 
lfeans 30 581 28 545 
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TABLE 15 
LIST OF ALL QUESTIONS, ITEM NUMBERS, 
ROTATED LOADINGS AND COEFFICIENT 
ALPHA FOR ALL ITEMS IN FACTOR 2 
DESIRABILITY OF CREATIVE 
ENVIRONMENT* 
Coefficient Alpba-All tte•s: 888 












to have schools provide an 
open at•ospbere tbat proaotes 
cr:eat i v 1 t y. 
llost parents would like to bave 
their children trained ln 
school to increase tbeir 
creativltJ. 
Creative products should always 
be useful if lt is a classroo• 
activity 
llost parents provide a creative 
environ•ent to enhance tbelr 
children's creativity. 
•lte•s scored In tbe opposite direction 
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TABLE 16 
ANOVA AND CELL MEANS FOR AGE AND 
GROUP FOR FACTOR 2 DESIRABILITY 
OF CREATIVE ENVIRONMENT 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
LABEL SUM-OF-SQUARES OF MEAN-SQUARE F-RATIO 
AGE 39 704 1 39 704 11 794 
GROUP 129.885 2 84 933 19 289 
AGE• 
GROUP 30 927 2 15. 483 4 594 
ERROR 518 420 154 3 366 
GROUP MEAN so n 
Ql 
Age 
Under 40 14 656 1 599 32 
Ace 
40 and Over 16 930 1 421 43 
QJl M.QH w l t:it:iEB 
Age 
Under 40 12.588 1 938 20 
Ace 
40 and Over 13.833 2 229 6 
M.QH Ql 
Ace 
Under 40 14.136 1. 837 44 
Ace 







ANOVA AND CELL MEANS FOR AGE FOR 
FACTOR 2 DESIRABILITY OF 
CREATIVE ENVIRONMENT 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 







204.113 2 102.057 25 803 
620 980 157 3.955 
liE AN SD n 
15 970 1 870 75 
Winner 1.2 913 2 043 26 
14 210 2 105 62 
ANOVA AND CELL MEANS FOR GROUP 
FOR FACTOR 2 DESIRABILITY 
OF CREATIVE ENVIRONMENT 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
LABEL SUII-OF-SQUARES DF IIEAN-SQUARE F-RATIO 
AGE 146 250 1 146.250 34 040 
ERROR 678.844 158 4 296 
GROUP liE AN SD n 
Age 
Under 40 14.032 1 902 96 
Age 









PROBABILITIES, GROUPS, MEAN DIFFERENCES 
FOR FACTOR 1 AGE AND GROUP INTERACTION 
DESIRABILITY OF CREATIVE 
ENVIRONMENT 
POST-HOC TUKEY'S HSD 
Group Age < or > Group 
Oil Over 40 > Non winning 011 
Age 
Under 
lleans 16 930 12 588 
000 Non 011 Over 40 > Non winning 011 Under 
Means 14 138 12588 
001 Oil Under 40 > Non winning 011 Under 
Means 14 858 12 588 
004 Non 011 Under 40 > Non wlnninc 011 Under 
Means 14.138 12 588 
005 011 Over 40 > Non winning 011 Over 
Means 18 930 13 833 
008 011 Over 40 > Non 011 Under 














PROBABILITIES, GROUPS, MEAN DIFFERENCES 
FOR FACTOR 1 MAIN EFFECT AGE 
DESIRABILITY OF CREATIVE 
ENVIRONMENT 
POST-HOC TUKEY'S HSD 
< or > Age 
Under 40 > 40 &. Over 
15 970 14 032 
PROBABILITIES, GROUPS, MEAN DIFFERENCES 
FOR FACTOR 1 MAIN EFFECT GROUP 
DESIRABILITY OF CREATIVE 
ENVIRONMENT 
POST-HOC TUKEY'S HSD 
Group < or > Group 
011 > Non winning 
lleans 15 980 12 913 
001 Non 011 > Non winnlnr 
lleans 14 858 12 913 
000 Oil > Non 011 





ANOVA AND CELL MEANS FOR PARENT 
TYPE AND GROUP FOR FACTOR 2 
DESIRABILITY OF CREATIVE 
ENVIRONMENT 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
LABEL SUM-OF-SQUARES DF MEAN-SQUARE F-RATIO 
PARENT 284 518 2 142 258 45.137 
GROUP 2 391 1 2 391 .759 
PARENT• 
GROUP 15 981 2 1. 994 2.538 
ERROR 485 362 154 3 152 
GROUP MEAN SD n 
Ql 
Parent Only 12.875 1 727 24 
Teacher Only 18 887 1 848 15 
Both Parent c!t 15 797 1 883 59 
Teacher 
GROUP MEAN SD n 
t!Qfi Ql 
Parent Only 13.184 1.799 38 
Teacher Only 15 333 1.000 9 









ANOVA AND CELL MEANS FOR PARENT TYPE 
FACTOR 2 DESIRABILITY OF 
CREATIVE ENVIRONMENT 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
SUM-OF-SQUARES OF MEAN-SQUARE F-RATIO P 
PARENT 323 745 2 161.872 50 891 000 
ERROR 501 349 157 3 193 
GROUP IIEAN SO n 
Parent Only 
Teacher Only 















PROBABILITIES, GROUPS, MEAN DIFFERENCES 
FOR FACTOR 2 PARENT TYPE 
DESIRABILITY OF CREATIVE 
ENVIRONMENT 
POST-HOC TUKEY'S HSD 
Parent Parent 
Type < or ) Type 
Teacher Only ) Parent Only 
Means 16 292 13.065 
000 Botb Parent Parent Only 
Teacher ) 
Means 15 865 13 065 
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~ --- --- - --~ 
TABLE 23 
ANOVA AND CELL MEANS FOR GROUP AND 
EDUCATION LEVEL FOR FACTOR 2 
DESIRABILITY OF CREATIVE 
ENVIRONMENT 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
LABEL SUM-OF-SQUARES DF MEAN-SQUARE F-RATIO 
GROUP 2 216 1 2 216 0 383 
ED LEVEL 76.149 2 38 OT4 12.413 
GROUP• 
ED LEVEL 15.653 2 1. 828 1 282 
ERROR 460.932 151 3 053 
GROUP MEAN so n 
Q.l 
Ed Level 1 
High School &. 
Below 12.353 1 858 20 
Ed Level 2 
Soae Co I lege 
to Bachelors 15 080 1.831 25 
Ed Level 3 
Masters &. 
Above 16.198 1 961 58 
Wlli Ql 
Ed Level 1 
High School &. 
Below 13.184 1. 799 38 
Ed. Level 2 
Soae College 
to Bachelors 15 583 814 16 
Ed. Level 3 
Masters &. 







ANOVA AND CELL MEANS FOR EDUCATION LEVEL 
FOR FACTOR 2 DESIRABILITY 
OF CREATIVE ENVIRONMENT 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
LABEL SUM-OF-SQUARES DF MEAN-SQUARE F-RATIO 
EDLEVEL 202.884 2 101 442 25 596 
ERROR 3124.938 160 19.531 
GROUP MEAN SD n 
Ed Level 1 
Hich School & 
Below 13 714 1.419 58 
Ed Level 2 
So•e Collece 
to Bachelors 13 987 2 128 u 
Ed Level 3 
Masters & 







PROBABILITIES, GROUPS, MEAN DIFFERENCES 
FOR MAIN EFFECT EDUCATION LEVEL FOR 
FACTOR 2 DESIRABILITY OF 
CREATIVE ENVIRONMENT 
POST-HOC TUKEY'S HSD 
Education Education 
Level < or > Level 
llasters & Above > Hich Scbool & 
Below 
l(eans 16 219 13.714 
000 Masters &. Above > So•e College 
Bacbel ors 




ANOVA AND CELL MEANS FOR TOWN SIZE 
AND GROUP FOR FACTOR 2 
DESIRABILITY OF CREATIVE 
ENVIRONMENT 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
LABEL SUII-OF-SQUARES DF IIEAN-SQUARE F-RATIO 
TOWN SIZE 14.657 2 7.328 1 581 
GROUP 2 282 1 2.282 492 
TOWN SIZE* 
GROUP 60 008 2 30.004 6. 473 
ERROR 713 881 154 4.836 
GROUP liE AN SD n 
Qll 
Town Size 
10,000 or less 13 571 2. 851 24 
Town Size 
10,001-20,000 18.137 1 732 51 
Town Size 
20,001 & Larger 14 848 2 185 26 
riQl'i Ql 
Town S1 ze 
10,000 or less 12.913 2.372 23 
Town Size 
10,001-20,000 14.250 1.138 12 
Town Size 


















PROBABILITIES, GROUPS, MEAN DIFFERENCES 
FOR INTERACTION FOR EDUCATION LEVEL 
AND GROUP FOR FACTOR 2 DESIRABILITY 
OF CREATIVE ENVIRONMENT 
POST-HOC T\JKEY'S HSD 
Group Town Size < or ) Group Town Size 
011 10,001-20,000 > 01 10,000 or 
16 137 13 571 
135 
Less 
Oil 10,001-10,000 > Non 011 10,000 or Less 
18 137 12 913 
Non 01 20,000 & Lar&er ) 01 10,000 or Less 
15 296 13 571 
011 10,001-20,000 ) Non 011 10,001-20,000 
16 137 14 250 
Non 01 20,000 and Lar&er> Non Oil 10,000 or Less 
115.296 12 913 
TABLE 28 
LIST OF ALL QUESTIONS, ITEM NUMBERS, ROTATED 
LOADING AND COEFFICIENT ALPHA FOR ALL 
ITEMS FOR FACTOR 3 ACCEPTANCE OF 
BEHAVIORS CONSIDERED 
NON CONFORJII NG 
BY SOCIETY* 
Coefficient Alpha-All Jteas. .701 



















Children should be able to concentrate 
their attention on classwork 
It ls unacceptable for children to 
"fool around" in class, <Exaaple--
takinr soaethinr apart Just to see bow 
it works) without the teacher's peraission. 
Children should accept school rules without 
question 
Children should not try to doainate classrooa 
activities 
A ~reative product should be technically 
correct it it is a classrooa proJect. 
(Spelllnl, punctuation, etc.> 
Schools should dlscourace dependence on 
hlllll y structured aat er lals 1 <exaaple--
workbooks, colorlnc sheets) when 
creativity is desired. 
Children sbou~d not ask too aany questions 
unless they are directly related to the 
aaterlal belnc studied. 
•Iteas scored ln opposite direction 
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TABLE 29 
ANOVA AND CELL MEANS FOR AGE AND 
GROUP FOR FACTOR 3 ACCEPTANCE 
OF BEHAVIORS CONSIDERED 
NON CONFORMING BY 
SOCIETY 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
LABEL SUM-OF-SQUARES DF MEAN-SQUARE F-RATIO 
AGE 69 616 1 69 616 4 033 
GROUP 838 789 2 319. 395 18 502 
AGE .. 
GROUP 13.500 2 6 750 391 
ERROR 2710 255 157 17 283 
GROUP MEAN SD n 
Ql 
'Age 
Under 40 24 000 4.600 32 
Ace 
40 and Over 21 512 4 131 3 
Ql 1':!2r! WINNER 
Ace 
Under 40 19 800 3 037 20 
Ace 
40 and Over 18 667 4 320 6 
l':!2r! QK 
Ace 
Under 40 18 917 3.800 44 
Ace 







ANOVA AND CELL MEANS FOR AGE 
FOR FACTOR 3 ACCEPTANCE OF 
BEHAVIORS CONSIDERED 
NON CONFORMING BY 
SOCIETY 



















ANOVA AND CELL MEANS FOR GROUP 
FOR FACTOR 3 ACCEPTANCE OF 
BEHAVIORS CONSIDERED 
NON CONFORMING BY 
SOCIETY 




SUM-OF-SQUARES DF MEAN-SQUARE F-RATIO 
510.064 2 285.032 1S. 992 
ERROR 2851.728 180 1T. 823 
GROUP MEAN SD n 
OM 22 513 4. 482 TS 
Non Wlnnin& OM 19.538 3.313 28 





PROBABILITIES, GROUP, AND MEAN 
DIFFERENCES FOR MAIN EFFECT AGE 
FOR FACTOR 3 ACCEPTANCE OF 
BEHAVIORS CONSIDERED 
NON CONFORMING BY 
SOCIETY 






PROBABILITIES, GROUP, AND MEAN 
DIFFERENCES FOR MAIN EFFECT 
GROUP FOR FACTOR 3 ACCEPTANCE 
OF BEHAVIORS CONSIDERED 
NON CONFORMING BY 
SOCIETY 
POST-HOC TUKEY'S HSD 
< or > Group 
> Non •inning 
22 573 19.538 
> Non 011 




ANOVA AND CELL MEANS FOR PARENT TYPE 
AND GROUP FOR FACTOR 3 ACCEPTANCE 
OF BEHAVIORS CONSIDERED 
NON CONFORMING BY 
SOCIETY 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
LABEL SUII-OF-SQUARES DF IIEAN-SQUARE F-RATIO 
PARENT 328 512 2 164 256 9.555 
GROUP 142.128 1 142 128 8 268 
PARENT * 
GROUP 209 2 .104 .006 
ERROR 2698 796 157 
GROUP liE AN SD n 
Ql. 
Parent 
Only 19.741 3.312 27 
Teacher 
Only 23 533 1 933 15 
Both 
Parent & 
Teacber 22 288 3 824 59 
I:Wl Ql 
Parent 
Only 17.368 4.402 38 
Teacber 
Only 21.333 2.179 9 
Both 
Parent 











ANOVA AND CELL MEANS FOR MAIN EFFECT 
PARENT TYPE FOR FACTOR 3 ACCEPTANCE 
OF BEHAVIORS CONSIDERED 
NON CONFORMING BY 
SOCIETY 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
SUM-OF-SQUARES DF MEAN-SQUARE F-RATIO P 
647.917 2 273.959 15.252 .000 
3873.874 180 17. 982 
MEAN SD n 





24 Teacher Onl J 
Botll Parent &. 
Teaeller 21.838 2 593 
ANOVA AND CELL MEANS FOR KAIN EFFECT 
GROUP FOR FACTOR 3 ACCEPTANCE 
OF BEHAVIORS CONSIDERED 
NON CONFORMING BY 
SOCIETY' 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
























PROBABILITIES, GROUPS, MEAN DIFFERENCES 
FOR FACTOR 3 PARENT TYPE ACCEPTANCE 
OF BEHAVIORS CONSIDERED 
NON CONFORMING BY 
SOCIETY 
POST-HOC TUKEY'S HSD 
Parent Parent 
Type < or > Type 
000 Teacher Only > Parent Only 
Means 22 708 18 354 
002 Both Parent &. Parent Only 
Teacher > 
Means 21 838 18 354 
PROBABILITIES, GROUPS, MEAN DIFFERENCES FOR FACTOR 3 
lAIN EFFECT GROUP ACCEPTANCE OF BEHAVIORS CONSIDERED 
NON CONFORMING BY SOCIETY 
POST-HOC TUKEY'S HSD 
p Group < or > Group 
000 OM > NON OM 
Means 21 792 18 597 
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TABLE 35 
ANOVA AND CELL MEANS FOR GROUP AND 
EDUCATION LEVEL FOR FACTOR 3 
ACCEPTANCE OF BEHAVIORS 
CONSIDERED NON CONFORMING 
BY SOCIETY 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
LABEL SUM-OF-SQUARES DF MEAN-SQUARE F-RATIO 
GROUP 109 443 1 109.443 8 498 
EDLEVEL 314 125 2 314.125 11.103 
GROUP• 
EDLEVEL 24.966 2 12 U3 .141 
ERROR 2645 158 1ST 18.848 
GROUP MEAN SD n 
Ql 
Ed. Level 1 
Hlcb Scbool t!L 
Below 19 050 3 220 20 
Ed. Level 2 
So•e Collece 
to Bacbelors 23 840 5 218 25 
Ed Level 3 
Masters c!t 
Above 21 984 3.908 56 
t!Qll Ql 
Ed. Level 1 
Hlcb Scbool c!t 
Below 11 388 4.402 38 
Ed. Level 2 
So•e Collece 
to Bacbelors 20 313 2.915 18 
Ed Level 3 
Masters c!t 







ANOVA AND CELL MEANS FOR GROUP FOR 
FACTOR 3 ACCEPTANCE OF BEHAVIORS 
CONSIDERED NON CONFORMING BY 
SOCIETY 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
LABEL SUM-OF-SQUARES DF MEAN-SQUARE F-RATIO 
GROUP 392 238 1 392 238 20 845 
ERROR 3029 553 181 18.817 
GROUP MEAN SD n 
OM 21 792 4 403 101 
NON OM 18 597 4 229 62 
ANOVA AND CELL MEANS FOR EDUCATION LEVEL 
FOR FACTOR 3 ACCEPTANCE OF BEHAVIORS 
CONSIDERED NON CONFORMING BY 
SOCIETY 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
LABEL SUM-OF-SQUARES DF MEAN-SQUARE F-RATIO 
EDLEVEL 295.854 2 148.427 1 600 
ERROR 3124 938 180 19 531 
GROUP MEAN SD n 
Hlch School .!t 
Below 11 750 4.874 24 
So•e College 
to Bachelors 20 400 4 765 75 
Masters & 







PROBABILITIES, GROUPS, MEAN DIFFERENCES FOR FACTOR 3 
GROUP ACCEPTANCE OF BEHAVIORS CONSIDERED 
NON CONFORMING BY SOCIETY 
POST-HOC TUKEY'S HSD 
p Group < or > Group 
000 011 > Non 011 
Means 21 792 18 597 
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PROBABILITIES, GROUPS, MEAN DIFFERENCES FOR FACTOR 3 
lAIN EFFECT EDUCATION LEVEL ACCEPTANCE 
OF BEHAVIORS CONSIDERED NON CONFORMING 
BY SOCIETY 
POST-HOC TUKEY'S HSD 
Education Education 
p Level < or > Level 
000 So•e Collece llasters It 
to Bachelors > Above 
Means 20 400 13 813 
028 Soae Collese Hlcb School & 
to Bachelors Below 
Means 20 400 17 750 
TABLE 38 
ANOVA AND CELL MEANS FOR GROUP AND 
TOWN SIZE FOR FACTOR 3 ACCEPTANCE 
OF BEHAVIORS CONSIDERED 
NON CONFORMING BY 
SOCIETY 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
LABEL SUM-OF-SQUARES DF IIEAN-SQUARE F-RATIO 
TSIZE 125 716 2 '62.858 3 582 
GROUP 138.866 1 138 888 7.913 
TSIZE• 
GROUP 171.254 2 85.627 4. 879 
ERROR 2755 160 157 17.549 
GROUP liE AN SD n 
Ql 
Town Size 
10,000 or leu 21 542 3.845 24 
Town Size 
10,001-20,000 22 255 4 617 51 
Town Size 
20, 001 at Lar cer 21.1115 4 385 26 
tiM Ql 
Town Size 
10,000 or less 11 217 5.393 23 
Town Size 
10,001-20,000 20.750 2 137 12 
Town Size 







ANOVA AND CELL MEANS FOR TOWN SIZE 
FOR FACTOR 3 ACCEPTANCE OF 
BEHAVIORS CONSIDERED 
NON CONFORMING BY 
SOCIETY 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
LABEL SUM-OF-SQUARES DF MEAN-SQUARE F-RATIO 
TSIZE 212 382 2 106 191 5.294 
ERROR 3209.409 180 20.058 
GROUP MEAN SD n 
Town Size 
10,000 or less 20.882 4 821 110 
Town Size 
10,001-20,000 18. 387 3.621 31 
Town Size 
20,001 .It Larcer 22.136 3.829 22 
ANOVA AND CELL MEANS FOR GROUP 
FOR FACTOR 3 ACCEPTANCE OF 
BEHAVIORS CONSIDERED 
NON CONFORMING BY 
' SOCIETY 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
LABEL SUII-OF-SQUARES DF MEAN-SQUARE F-RATIO 
GROUP 40. UT 1 40 69T a .us 
ERROR 184. 39T 158 4.965 
GROUP IIIEAN SD n 
0111 21.192 4 403 101 









PROBABILITIES, GROUPS, MEAN DIFFERENCES 
FOR FACTOR 3 MAIN EFFECT OF TOWN 
SIZE ACCEPTANCE OF BEHAVIORS 
CONSIDERED NON CONFORMING BY 
SOCIETY 
POST-HOC TUKEY'S HSD 
Town Town 
St ze < or > Size 
017 20,001 & 10,001-
Larcer > 20,000 
Means 22 136 18 
001 10,000 or 10,001-
Less > 20,000 
381 
lfeans 20 882 18.381 
PROBABILITIES, GROUPS, MEAN DIFFERENCES FOR 
FACTOR 3 lAIN EFFECT GROUP ACCEPTANCE OF 
BEHAVIORS CONSIDERED NON CONF'ORKING 
BY SOCIETY 
POST-HOC T\JKEY'S HSD 
Group < or > Group 
000 Olf > Non 011 




PROBABILITIES, GROUPS, AND MEAN DIFFERENCES 
FOR FACTOR 3 TOWN SIZE AND GROUP 
ACCEPTANCE OF BEHAVIORS CONSIDERED 
NON CONFORMING BY 
SOCIETY 
POST-HOC TUKEY'S HSD 
Town Town 
Group Size < or > Group Size 
.000 Non 011 20,001 & Non 011 10,000 or 
Lar1er > Less 
Means 18 815 11 211 
000 011 10,000- Non 011 10,000 or 
20,000 > Less 
Ilea ns 22 255 11.211 
008 OK 10,000 or > Non 011 10,000 or 
Less Less 
Means 21 542 17 217 
010 011 10,001- Non OK 20,001 & 
20,000 > Lar1er 
Means 22.255 18 815 
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TABLE 42 
LIST OF ALL QUESTIONS, ITEM NUMBERS, 
ROTATED LOADINGS, AND COEFFICIENT 
ALPHA FOR ALL ITEMS IN FACTOR 4 
ACCEPTANCE OF CREATIVITY 
BY SCHOOLS 









839 Scbools value a keen sense 
ot bu•or in a cbild 
738 Schools show appreciation 
for creative products. 
658 Schools view creativity in 
children as desirable. 
848 Generally, people feel tbat 
children should be creative. 
400 Children should accept 




ANOVA AND CELL MEANS FOR AGE AND 
GROUP FOR FACTOR 4 ACCEPTANCE 
OF CREATIVITY BY SCHOOLS 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
LABEL SUM-OF-SQUARES DF MEAN-SQUARE F-RATIO 
AGE 41 850 1 u .850 T 310 
GROUP .116 1 .116 .031 
AGE* 
GROUP 25.348 1 25.348 4.449 
ERROR 888 801 156 5 697 
GROUP MEAN SD n 
Ql. 
Age 
Under 40 14 408 2. 881 52 
Are 
40 c!t Over 14 183 2. 427 49 
wm QJl 
Are 
Under 40 15 205 1 812 44 
Ace 











ANOVA AND CELL MEANS FOR AGE FOR 
FACTOR 4 ACCEPTANCE OF 
CREATIVITY BY SCHOOLS 






1 29 782 
158 5 792 
SD 
F-RATIO P 
5 142 • 028 
n 
Under 40 14 785 2 321 93 








PROBABILITIES, GROUPS, MEANS FOR 
FACTOR 4 INTERACTION FOR GROUP 
AND AGE ACCEPTANCE OF 
CREATIVITY BY SCHOOLS 
POST-HOC TUKEY'S HSD 
Group Age < or > Group Age 
Non OM Under 40 > 0)( 40 and Over 
15 205 13 222 
PROBABILITIES, GROUPS, MEANS FOR 
FACTOR 4 MAIN EFFECT FOR AGE 
ACCEPTANCE OF CREATIVITY 
BY 'SCHOOLS 
POST-HOC TUKEY'S HSD 
< or > Ace 
Under 40 ) 40 & Over 
Means 14 185 13.910 
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TABLE 46 
ANOVA AND CELL MEANS FOR AGE AND GROUP 
FOR FACTOR 4 ACCEPTANCE OF 
CREATIVITY BY SCHOOLS 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
LABEL SUM-OF-SQUARES OF MEAN-SQUARE F-RATIO 
AGE 11.875 1 11 875 2 072 
GROUP 6 236 2 3.118 . 544 
AGE• 
GROUP 28 965 2 14 483 2. 528 
ERROR 882 442 167 5 730 
GROUP MEAN SD n 
Q.l 
Ace 
Under 40 14 219 2 433 32 
Age 
40 A Over 14.070 2.324 43 
ri2J1. W £ DD 1 DC Q.l 
Ace 
Under 40 14.765 3.093 17 
Ace 
40 A Over 14.833 3. 251 • 
N.2.ll. Q.l 
Age 
Under 40 15.205 1 812 44 
Ace 







ANOVA AND CELL MEANS FOR PARENT TYPE 
AND GROUP FOR FACTOR 4 
ACCEPTANCE OF CREATIVITY 
BY SCHOOLS 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
LABEL SUM-OF-SQUARES DF MEAN SQUARE F-RATIO p 
PARENT 3. 455 2 1 128 288 .750 
GROUP 6.255 1 8.255 1 041 .309 
PARENTS 
GROUP 11.920 2 5 980 992 373 
ERROR 925 355 154 6 009 
GROUP MEAN SD n 
Ql 
Parent 
Only 14 792 3.178 27 
Teacher 
Only 13. 7 33 2.120 15 
Both 
Parent c!t 
Teacher 2 342 2 342 59 
r!Qt!. Ql 
Parent 
Only 14 447 2.228 38 
Teacher 
Only 14.867 1.323 9 
Both 
Parent & 
Teacher 15.081 2.885 15 
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TABLE 48 
ANOVA AND CELL MEANS FOR EDUCATION LEVEL 
AND GROUP FOR FACTOR 4 ACCEPTANCE 
OF CREATIVITY BY SCHOOLS 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
LABEL SUM-OF-SQUARES DF MEAN SQUARE F-RATIO 
GROUP 10 606 1 10 606 1 865 
EDLEVEL 33 041 2 16 320 2 890 
GROUP• 
EDLEVEL 20 935 2 10 467 1.831 
ERROR 880 330 154 5 716 
GROUP MEAN SD n 
Ql. 
Ed Level 1 
H S and Below 13 706 2. 910 20 
Ed Level 2 
So•e Colle re 
to Bacbelors 15 920 2 999 25 
Ed Level 3 
llasters & 
Above 13.732 1 824 56 
r!.2.D. QI 
Ed Level 1 
H S and Below 14 HT 2. 226 38 
Ed Level 2 
So•e Collece 
to Bacbelors 15.188 1.810 16 
Ed Level 3 
Masters & 







ANOVA AND CELL MEANS FOR EDUCATION LEVEL 
FOR FACTOR 4 ACCEPTANCE OF 
CREATIVITY BY SCHOOLS 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
LABEL SUM-OF-SQUARES DF MEAN SQUARE F-RATIO 
EDLEVEL 41 956 2 20 978 3. 647 
ERROR 902 988 157 5 752 
GROUP MEAN SD n 
Ed Level 1 
H s and Below 1 s 145 2 651 21 
Ed Level 2 
So•e College 
to Bachelors 14 7 33 2.606 75 
Ed Level 3 
Masters & 





PROBABILITIES, GROUP, MEANS FOR FACTOR 4 
MAIN EFFECT EDUCATION LEVEL 
ACCEPTANCE OF CREATIVITY 
BY SCHOOLS 
POST-HOC TUKEY'S HSD 
No strntflcant Tukey was found. 
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TABLE 51 
ANOVA AND CELL MEANS FOR TOWN SIZE 
AND GROUP FOR FACTOR 4 ACCEPTANCE 
OF CREATIVITY BY 
SCHOOLS 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
LABEL SUM-OF-SQUARES DF MEAN SQUARE F-RATIO 
TOWN SIZE 67 137 2 33 568 6 559 
GROUP 003 1 003 001 
TOWN SIZE• 
GROUP 39 878 2 19.939 3.896 
ERROR 788 210 154 5 118 




less 14. 190 2 639 21 
Town Size 
10,001-
20,000 13 145 1 831 51 
Town Size 
20,001 c\ 




Less 14 435 2.273 23 
Town Size 
10,001 to 
20,000 15 250 1 545 12 
Town Size 
20,001 c\ 







LIST OF ALL QUESTIONS, THE COEFFICIENT ALPHA, 
THE ITEM NUMBER AND THE ROTATED LOADING FOR 
FACTOR 5 DESIRABILITY/VALUE OF 
THE CREATIVE PROCESS 
Coefficient Alpha-All Ite•s 708 















be allowed to aake •istakes 
without beinl punished for 
thea <Exa•ple--A failed 
Mistakes should be treated as 
learntnc experiences rather 
than as an occasion for 
Children should be allowed 
to debate with adults 
over the validity of a 
c:reattve Idea 
Children should be allowed 
to be creative tn the 
publ tc: schools 
I view creativity tn •Y 
child/student as desirable 
I appreciate ay c:hlld's/ 
students' creative products 
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TABLE 53 
ANOVA AND CELL MEANS FOR AGE AND 
AND GROUP FOR FACTOR 5 
DESIRABILITY/VALUE OF 
THE CREATIVE PROCESS 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
LABEL SUM-OF-SQUARES DF MEAN-SQUARE F-RATIO 
AGE 093 1 093 016 
GROUP 8 338 2 4 189 662 
AGE* 
GROUP 122 761 2 61 381 9 752 
ERROR 988 159 167 6 294 
GROUP liE AN SD n 
Ql 
Age 
Under 40 26 594 2 638 32 
Ace 
40 and Over 26 047 2 734 43 
Ql MQr! WI NNER 
Ace 
Under 40 27 050 2.114 20 
Ace 
40 and Over 24 667 2 658 8 
~QI 
Ace 
Under 40 25 250 2. 589 44 
Ace 
















PROBABILI 1TIES, GROUPS, AND MEANS FOR 
SIGNIFIC~NT DIFFERENCES FOR FACTOR 5 
AGE ANd GROUP DESIRABILITY/VALUE 




POST-HOC TUKEY'S HSD 
Group Age < or > Group 














40 &. Over 
24 667 







ANOVA AND CELL MEANS FOR AGE AND GROUP 
FOR FACTOR 5 DESIRABILITY/VALUE 
OF THE CREATIVE PROCESS 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
SUif-OF-SQUARES DF lfEAN-SQUARE F-RATIO 
41 650 1 41 650 7 310 
p 
008 
GROUP 176 1 .176 031 .861 
AGE• 
GROUP 25 346 1 25 346 4 449 
ERROR 888 801 156 5 697 
GROUP lfEAN SD n 
Ql 
Ace 
40 and Under 25 769 2.438 52 
Ace 
Over 40 25 878 2.736 49 
riQtl Ql 
Age 
40 and Under 25.250 2 589 44 
Age 
Over 40 28.000 1. 715 18 
ANOVA AND CELL MEANS FOR AGE FOR FACTOR 5 
DESIRABILITY/VALUE OF THE CREATIVE 
PROCESS 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
LABEL SUil-OF-SQUARES DF lfEAN-SQUARE F-RATIO 
AGE 5.544 1 5 544 801 
ERROR 1115 057 181 6 928 
GROUP lfEAN SD n 
Under 40 26 073 2 809 98 







PROBABILITIES, GROUPS, AND MEANS FOR SIGNIFICANT 
DIFFERENCES FOR AGE AND GROUP FACTOR 6 
DESIRABILITY/VALUE OF THE 
CREATIVE PROCESS 
POST-HOC TUKEY'S HSD 
Group A&e < or > Group Ace 
000 Non 011 Over 40 > Non 011 40 ar. Under 
lie an 28 000 25 250 
012 Non 011 Over 40 > 011 Over 40 
Mean 28 000 25 878 
184 
000 011 40 & Under Non Oil 40 ar. Under 
Wean 26 769 25 250 
PROBABILITIES, GROUPS, MEANS FOR SIGNIFICANT 
DIFFERENCES FOR AGE FACTOR 5 
DESIRABILITY/VALUE OF THE 
CREATIVE PROCESS 
POST-HOC TUKEY'S HSD 
No s1cn1t1cant Tukey was tound 
TABLE 57 
ANOVA AND CELL MEANS FOR PARENT TYPE AND GROUP 
FOR FACTOR 5 DESIRABILITY/VALUE 
OF THE CREATIVE PROCESS 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
LABEL SUM-OF-SQUARES DF MEAN-SQUARE F-RATJO p 
PARENT 27 553 2 13 776 2 164 118 
GROUP 50 215 1 50 215 7 886 006 
PARENT• 
GROUP 91 348 2 45 678 7 173 001 
ERROR 999 657 157 6 367 
GROUP MEAN SD n 
Ql 
Parent 
Only 26 370 2 467 27 
Teacher -
Only 27 533 2 295 15 
Both 
Parent & 
Teacher 26 017 2 701 59 
!'iQH Ql 
Parent 
Only 26 816 2 HS 38 
Teacher 
Only 23 333 2 646 9 
Both 
Parent & 





ANOVA AND CELL MEANS FOR 
GROUP FOR FACTOR 5 
DESIRABILITY/VALUE 
OF THE CREATIVE 
PROCESS 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
SUII-OF-SQUARES DF IIEAN-SQUARE 
3 192 1 3.192 
ERROR 1117 409 161 6 940 
F-RATIO P 
460 .049 
GROUP IIEAN SD n 
011 26 337 


















PROBABILITIES, GROUPS, AND MEANS FOR 
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES FOR FACTOR 5 
PARENT TYPE AND GROUP 
DESIRABILITY/VALUE OF 
THE CREATIVE PROCESS 
POST-HOC TUKEY'S HSD 
Parent Parent 
Group Type < or > Group Type 
Non Oil Parent Non 011 Teacher 
Only > Only 
28 816 23 333 
011 Botb Parent Non 011 Teacher 
& Teacher > Only 
26 017 23 333 
01( Teacher Non 011 Teacber 
Only > Only 
27 533 23.333 
011 Parent Non 011 Teacher 
Only > Only 
26 370 23.333 
Non 011 Botb Parent Non 011 Teacher 
& Teacher Only 
25.7 33 23.333 
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TABLE 80 
PROBABILITIES, GROUPS, AND MEANS FOR SIGNIFICANT 
DIFFERENCES FOR FACTOR 5 GROUP 
DESIRABILITY/VALUE OF THE 
CREATIVE PROCESS 
POST-HOC TUKEY'S HSD 
No significant Tukey •as found 
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TABLE 61 
ANOVA AND CELL MEANS FOR GROUP AND EDUCATION 
LEVEL FOR FACTOR 5 DESIRABILITY/VALUE 
OF THE CREATIVE PROCESS 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
LABEL SUM-OF-SQUARES DF MEAN-SQUARE F-RATtO 
GROUP 25 259 1 25 259 1 936 
EDLEVEL 11 690 2 5 845 896 
GROUP* 
EDLEVEL 80 572 2 40.288 3 087 
ERROR 1004 836 154 6 525 
GROUP MEAN SD n 
Ql 
Ed. Level 1 
H.S and Below 26 300 2 818 20 
Ed Level 2 
So•e Collece 
to Bacbelors 28.980 2 115 25 
Ed Level 3 
Masters & 
Above 26.071 2 584 58 
tim! Ql 
Ed. Level 1 
H S. and Below 28.818 2.448 38 
Ed. Level 2 
So•e Colle1e 
to Bachelors 24.063 2 323 18 
Ed Level 3 
lfasters c!r. 















PROBABILITIES, GROUPS, AND MEANS FOR 
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES FOR 
FACTOR 5 AGE AND GROUP 
DESIRABILITY/VALUE OF 
THE CREATIVE PROCESS 
POST-HOC TUKEY'S HSD 
Education Education 
Group Level < or > Group Level 
OM Soae Collece ) Non OM Soae Collece 
to Bachelor to Bachelor 
26 960 24 063 
Non OM Masters & Non OM So•e College 
Above ) to Bachelor 
26 375 24 083 
OM Hlch School Non 011 Soae Collece 
& Below ) to Bachelor 
28 300 24 063 
011 Masters & Non Oil Soae College 











PROBABILITIES, GROUPS, AND MEANS FOR 
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES FOR 
FACTOR 5 AGE AND GROUP 
DESIRABILITY/VALUE OF 
THE CREATIVE PROCESS 
POST-HOC TUKEY'S HSD 
Education Education 
Group Level < or > Group Level 
OM Soae Collece ) Non OM Soae Collece 
to Bachelor to Bachelor 
26 960 24 063 
Non OM Masters & Non OM So•e College 
Above ) to Bachelor 
26 375 24 083 
OM Hlch School Non 011 Soae Collece 
& Below ) to Bachelor 
28 300 24 063 
011 Masters & Non Oil Soae College 
Above ) 24 063 
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TABLE 64 
LIST OF ALL QUESTIONS, THE COEFFICIENT ALPHA, THE 
ITEM NUMBER AND THE ROTATED LOADINGS FOR FACTOR 6 
ATTITUDE TOWARD PERSONALITY TRAITS COMMONLY 
ASSOCIATED WITH CREATIVITY WHICH GIVE A 
NEGATIVE VIEW OF CREATIVITY 
Coefficient Alpba-All It eas 108 
Percent ot Total Variance Explained 8 072 
ITEM I ROTATED IT Ell 
LOADING 
24 826 Creative children are overly active 
23 810 Creative children are trouble-aakers. 
28 678 Creative children act iaaature 









ANOVA AND CELL MEANS FOR AGE AND GROUP 
FOR FACTOR 6 ATTITUDE TOWARD PERSONALITY 
TRAITS COMMONLY ASSOCIATED WITH 
CREATIVITY WHICH GIVE A 
VIEW OF CREATIVITY 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
SUII-OF-SQUARES DF IIEAN-SQUARE F-RATIO 
6 648 1 6 648 1 220 
16 847 1 16 847 3. 093 
92 999 1 92 999 17 071 
866 184 159 5 448 
GROUP liE AN SD n 
21 
Ace 
Under 40 11.519 2 429 52 
Ace 
40 at Over 10.308 2 320 49 
t!o.n. 21 
Ace 
Under 40 10.588 2.574 44 
Ale 








PROBABILITIES, GROUPS, AND MEANS FOR SIGNIFICANT 
DIFFERENCES FOR FACTOR 6 AGE AND GROUP 
ATTITUDE TOWARD PERSONALITY TRAITS 
COMMONLY ASSOCIATED WITH 
CREATIVITY WHICH GIVE A 
NEGATIVE VIEW OF 
CREATIVITY 
POST-HOC TUKEY'S HSD 
Ciroup Age < or > Ciroup Age 
002 Non OK Over 40 > Non OK 40 & Under 
Mean 12 667 10. 568 
006 Non OK Over 40 > OK Over 40 
Mean 12 667 10 306 
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TABLE 67 
ANOVA AND CELL MEANS FOR AGE AND GROUP 
FOR FACTOR 6 ATTITUDE TOWARD 
PERSONALITY TRAITS COMMONLY 
ASSOCIATED WITH CREATIVITY 
GIVE A NEGATIVE VIEW OF 
CREATIVITY 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
LABEL SUII-OF-SQUARES DF MEAN-SQUARE 
AGE 8. 074 1 8 074 
GROUP 24 732 2 12 388 
AGE• 
GROUP 118.205 2 59 103 
ERROR 829 964 157 5. 286 
GROUP liE AN SD 
Ql 
Ace 
Under 40 11.719 2. 247 
Ace 
40 and Over 10.000 2.278 
Ql M.Qli WINNER 
Ace 
Under 40 11.200 2.728 
Ace 
40 and Over 12.500 1. 225 
tiQti Ql 
Ace 
Under 40 10.588 2.514 
Ace 



















PROBABILITIES, GROUPS, AND MEANS FOR SIGNIFICANT 
DIFFERENCES FOR FACTOR 6 AGE AND GROUP 
ATTITUDE TOWARD PERSONALITY TRAITS 
COMMONLY ASSOCIATED WITH 
CREATIVITY WHICH GIVE A 
NEGATIVE VIEW OF 
CREATIVITY 
POST-HOC TUKEY'S HSD 
Group Age < or > Group Age 
.000 Non winning OM Over 40 > OM Over 40 
Mean 12 500 10 000 
000 Non OM Over 40 > 011 Over 40 
Mean 12 667 > 10.000 
007 OM 40 and > 011 Over 40 
Under 
lie an 11 719 10.000 
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TABLE 69 
ANOVA AND CELL MEANS FOR PARENT TYPE AND GROUP FOR 
FACTOR 6 ATTITUDE TOWARD PERSONALITY TRAITS 
COMMONLY ASSOCIATED WITH CREATIVITY WHICH 
GIVE A NEGATIVE VIEW OF CREATIVITY 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
LABEL SUM-OF-SQUARES DF MEAN-SQUARE F-RATIO p 
PARENT 22.352 2 11.176 1 964 144 
GROUP 8 455 1 8.456 1 486 225 
PARENT• 
GROUP 33 426 2 16 713 2 937 .056 
ERROR 893 322 157 5 690 
GROUP MEAN SD n 
Ql 
Parent 
Onl~ 13 733 2 120 27 
Teacher 
Onl~ 12 000 2 478 15 
Both 
Parent & 
Teacher 10 475 2 322 59 
li2n. Ql 
Parent 
Onl'J 11 684 2 145 38 
Teacher 
Only 9.661 2. 784 9 
Botb 
Parent& 
Teacher 10 800 2 651 15 
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TABLE 70 
ANOVA AND CELL MEANS FOR EDUCATION LEVEL 
AND GROUP FOR FACTOR 6 ATTITUDE 
TOWARD PERSONALITY TRAITS 
COMMONLY ASSOCIATED WITH 
CREATIVITY WHICH GIVE A 
NEGATIVE VIEW OF 
CREATIVITY 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
LABEL SUM-OF-SQUARES DF MEAN-SQUARE F-RATIO 
GROUP 1 498 1 1.498 .258 
EDLEVEL 44 926 2 22.483 3 8TT 
GROUP• 
EDLEVEL 7 973 2 3.987 .688 
ERROR 909 750 157 5.795 
GROUP liE AN SD n 
Q.l 
Ed. Level 1 
Htcb Scbool c!t 
Below 11. 850 2.580 20 
Ed Level 2 
So•e Collece 
to Bachelors 11 160 2.357 25 
Ed Level 3 
Masters c!t 
Above 10.571 2. 411 58 
tiQ.tf. Q.l 
Ed. Level 1 
Hlcb Scbool A 
Below 11.884 2.145 38 
Ed. Level 2 
So•e Collece 
to Bachelors 10 500 2.380 18 
Ed. Level 3 
Masters c!t 








ANOVA AND CELL VEANS FOR MAIN EFFECT EDUCATION 
LEVEL AND GROUP FOR FACTOR 8 ATTITUDE TOWARD 
PERSONALITY TRAITS COVVONLY ASSOCIATED WITH 
CREATIVITY WHICH GIVE A NEGATIVE VIEW OF 
CREATIVITY 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
LABEL SUM-OF-SQUARES DF MEAN-SQUARE F-RATIO p 
EDLEVEL 44 106 2 22 053 3.844 023 
ERROR 917 7 96 180 5. 7 36 
GROUP MEAN SD n 
Ed Level 1 
High School & 
Below 10 625 2 392 24 
Ed Level 2 
So•e College 
to Bachelors 11.587 2 273 75 
Ed Level 3 
Masters & 
Above 10 516 2 532 64 
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TABLE 72 
PROBABILITIES, GROUPS, AND MEANS FOR SIGNIFICANT 
DIFFERENCES FOR FACTOR 6 MAIN EFFECT EDUCATION 
LEVEL ATTITUDE TOWARD PERSONALITY TRAITS 
COMMONLY ASSOCIATED WITH CREATIVITY 
WHICH GIVE A NEGATIVE VIEW OF 
CREATIVITY 
POST-HOC TUKEY'S HSD 
No S1gn1tlcant Tuke~ was found 
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TABLE 73 
ANOVA AND CELL MEANS FOR TOWN SIZE 
AND GROUP FOR FACTOR 6 ATTITUDE 
TOWARD PERSONALITY TRAITS 
COMMONLY ASSOCIATED WITH 
CREATIVITY WHICH GIVE A 
NEGATIVE VIEW OF 
CREATIVITY 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
LABEL SUM-OF-SQUARES DF MEAN-SQUARE F-RATIO 
TSIZE 18.112 2 9.088 1.542 
GROUP 326 1 . 328 055 
TSIZE* 
GROUP 21.247 2 10 824 1. 802 
ERROR 925.407 157 5.894 
GROUP MEAN so n 
Ql 
Town Slze 
10,000 or less 10.911 2. 082 24 
Town Slze 
10,001-20,000 10 588 2.832 51 
Town Slze 
20,001 & Larcer 11.815 2. 318 28 
Mml Ql 
Town Size 
10,000 or less 12.130 2. 528 23 
Town Size 
10,001-20,000 8.250 2.137 12 
Town Slze 






















40 and Over 
Figure 1. Graph of Interaction of Age 
and Group for Factor 1 


















40 and Over 
Figure 2. Graph of Interaction of Age 
and Group tor Factor 1 












0------~~~--~~----~~--------Parent Teacber Botb 
Only Only Parent and 
Teacher 
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Figure 3. Graph for Interaction for 
Group x Parent for Factor 1 









0------~~------~--------~-----------Parent Teacber Botb 
Only Only Parent and 
Teacber 
Figure 4. Graph tor Main Effect for 
Parent for Factor 1 











Ed Level 1 
H11b Sebool 
and Below 
Ed. Level 2 
So•e Colle1e 
to Bachelors 
Ed. Level 3 
Masters and 
and Above 
Figure 5. Grapb for Main Effect Education 
Level for Factor 1 











0------~--~~~~--~~~~~~~ Town Slze Town Slze Town Slze 
10,000 or 10,001 to 20,001 & 
Less 20,000 Larcer 
Figure 6. Graph for Interaction of Town 
Size and Group for Factor 1 











0-------=--~~--~--~~--~~~~~ Town Size Town Size Town Size 
10,000 or 10,001 to 20,001 l 
Less 20,000 Larger 
Figure 7. Graph for Main Effect tor Town 
Size for Factor 1 Desirability 
and/or Value ot Creativity 
x=OK 
xx=NON WINNING OK 










40 and Over 
Figure 8. Graph for Interaction of 
Group x Age for Factor 2 







o ______________________________ ___ 
Ace Ace 
Under 40 40 and Over 
Figure 9. Graph for Kain Effect Age for 








o ____________________________ __ 




Figure 10. Graph for Main Effect Group for 







0------~~--~--~--~--~~~-------Parent Teacber Botb 
Only Only Parent and 
Teacber 
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Figure 11. Graph tor Main Effect for Parent 
Type for Factor 2 Desirability 







Ed Level 1 
Hicb School 
and Belo• 
Ed Level 2 
So•e Collece 
to Bachelors 




Figure 12. Grapb of Main Effect for Education 
Level for Factor 2 Desirability 







0------~--~~~~--~~~~~~~ Town Size Town Size Town Size 
10,000 or 10,001 to 20,001 A 
Less 20,000 Larcer 
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Figure 13. Graph for Interaction ot Group x 
Town Size tor Factor 2 









o ________________________________ __ 
Oil Non Wlnn1n1 
011 
Non 011 
Figure 14. Graph tor Maln Effect Group for 
Factor 3 Acceptance of Behaviors 



















Figure 15. Graph for Main Effect Parent Type 
For Factor 3 Acceptance of 












o ________________________________ __ 
Oil NON 011 
Figure 16. Graph tor Main Effect Group Type 
for factor 3 Acceptance of 










o ________________________________ __ 
011 NON Olf 
Figure 17. Graph for Main Effect Group Type 
for Factor 3 Acceptance ot 










Education Education Education 
Level Level Level 
Hlcb Scbool Soae Collece lasters & 
& Below to Baebelor Above 
Figure 18. Graph tor Main Effect Education 
Level tor Factor 3 Acceptance 
ot Behaviors Considered 
Non Conforming by Society 
200 
x= 011 






















Figure 19. Graph tor Interaction of Group 
and Town Size for Factor 3 
Acceptance ot Behaviors 














20,000 & Larrer 
Figure 20. Graph for Vain Effect Town Size 
for Factor 3 Acceptance of 










o ______________________________ __ 
01 Non 01 
Figure 21. Graph for Main Effect Group for 
Factor 3 Acceptance of Behaviors 













40 .1t Over 
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Figure 22. Graph for Interaction of Group & 
Age for Factor 4 Acceptance of 










40 & Over 
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Figure 23. Graph for Main Effect Age for 
Factor 4 Acceptance of Creativity 
by Schools 
x=OII 












40 and Over 
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Figure 24. Graph of Interaction of Group and 
Age for Factor 5 Desirability/Value 












40 c!r. Under 
Ace 
Over 40 
Figure 25. Graph tor Interaction ot Group--- and 
Age for Factor 5 Desirability/Value 
of the Creative Process 
30 
25 











Figure 26. Graph tor Main Effect Age for Factor 5 



















Figure 27. Graph of Interaction of Parent 
Type and Group for Factor 5 










011 NON 011 
Figure 28. Graph of Main Effect Group for Factor 5 











Ed. Level 1 
Hl1b Scbool 
and Below 
Ed. Level 2 
So•e Colle1e 
to Bacbelors 




Figure 29. Graph of Interaction of Education 
Level and Group for Factor 5 





X :;:::::::==:::=:::-c~::::::::._ _ 
5 
0---------------------------------------Ace Ale 
Under 40 40 and Over 
Figure 30. Graph of Interaction of Ace and Group 
for Factor 8 Attitude Toward 
Personality Traits Com•only 
Associated with Creativity which 
Give a Necattve View of Creativity 
213 
X 2 01 








Under 40 40 and Over 
Figure 31. Graph of Interaction ot Age and Group 
for Factor 6 Attitude Toward 
Personality Traits Coa•only 
Associated with Creativity which 
Give a Negative View of Creativity 
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